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Orchids and Hollyhocks

Wind—Cry
WINDS of God!
Q great Spring Winds!

That take your cleansing. way. about
the earth.

You smite a wild harp music
From the trees that rustle and. sway

around the Jewish Home
Where old men sit and dream their

dreams of youth;
You tumble into disarray
The words of God—belittling hymns

raised in the comer church;
And set to joyous swinging
‘The staid bells of the Catholic nunnery:

What will my love—song be
Whenit reaches my heart‘s beloved,
O great Spring Winds,
O Winds of God?

Dorormea Gay

The Mother‘s Meeting
WENT to a Mother‘s Meeting,

It was on a sunny October after—
noon;

As I walked between the rows of trees,
New—dressed in warm, ripe shades of

autumn leaf,
My heart beat to the thought
That I, too, was dressed in warm, rich

shades—
Of motherhood.

The women came by ones and twos—
Tired Mrs. Dyer, who never seemed to

have caught her breath
From the hurry and toil of her living,
Her black skirt an inch or two awry—
A thin wisp of hair protruding from the

hard coil;
And old Mrs. McNally who always

fought valiantly
For all the old, conservative, repressed

ideals for women ; *
Mrs. Gray a drab, little person
Who never dared call her soul her own

in open meeting;
And Mrs, Brown, the minister‘s efficient

working mate,
Whose girls were coming into sweet

alluring womanhood
From: a much—criticized, hoydenish

youth.
And Mrs. Graves, who though wife in

name,
Was still the "old maid" nature had

made her—
‘Thin, hard lips, her tight waist buttoned

primlyover a flat chest.
And Mrs, Dean whose face once had

doll—like beauty—
Now , settled into flabby lines, of inde—

cision ;
As she came up the walk two women

drew her. latest skeleton from its
closet—

Whispering about her Nelly: who had
gone wrong."

And lastly Miss Stewart, with the big—
gest mother—heart of them all,

Who, because her own arms had been
denied, mothered the town,
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We went indoors from out the glinting
sunlight ;

The room was a curious blend of the old
and the new——

Like the minds of the women it held—
The new, dull—stained table flanked on

the left
By a stuffed settee of black walnut,
A. copy of a Corot opposite an enlarged

photo of our hostess‘s father.

There we brought our problems out—
stealthily—

Into the half—light;
One poor woman told how her little

girls had gone to school
Only to be polluted by the tongues of

other boys and girls;
"Evil," she called them, "evil boys and

girls";
I saw Miss Stewart quiver with eager~

ness to talk,
But she knew they would say she had no

right—
So, no one raised a voice in their de—

fense—
The defense of the evil boys and girls,
To say that they were not evil, but only

untaught;
And whenT tried to say it—
Thinking. with bitterness of my own

young wanderings in the mazes of
unexplained life—

At once a womancried me down, saying,
"My gracious me! of course they are

bad I
Not badto tall of such things!
Why, T never knew a thing—not a

thing—
Until my wedding day 1"
She settled back into conscious virtue as

if the last word had been said
And there before the company T dared

not call her hypocrite
Or fool.
I could have cried withshame at the un—

worthiness of her thought;
And to think that it will go on
Generation after generation.of failure,
Failure to understand.

I came away bafed and angry at the
hal—liehts

And the closed doors
Frora Smuretr Rivork

Two Poems
THE FLOWERING
O id T held within my hands

The ashes of a dream,
And tossed it to the sterile sands
Beside life‘s idling stream.

Long after, when those ways I trod—
Where dreams, like. seeds, were
flung—

I found that through the new—rich sod
The amaranth had sprung!

ER SPRING

SPRING day of the long ago. . . .
I live again its wine—rich hours;

Against my face its low winds blow
The poignancy of promised flowers. . . .

T. stifle—stifle in such air!
For countless frosts and myriad snows
Have made so rare—so crying rare
That spring—breath of the long ago!

HazHau.

$

On A Workman Asleep in a

Subway Train
HERE is a holiness upon him
More touching than is death;

His care—contorted brow,
His hands half clenched
As though they held in sleep the heavy

hammer,
Forging in labored, sweaty dreams:
At bay, beyond his heavy calm,
Until: some jolting of the train shall

force his weary lids apart,
Wait sickness, hunger, death,
‘To worryonce more at his steps,
And threaten anew the creatures of his

incoherent lov
Betweenhim and catastrophe
Is but the flicker of each day,
Whereby he forges crude utilities,
A while to mark his silent, patient jour—

ney to oblivion
And we who reckonlife in periods of

ease,
Alternate with joyous, care—free toil,
Have set for him our own moralities,
And with half—comprehended. platitudes

have pierced his unprotesting
brain—

Watch we now his tiredeyes open;
Andhis unrested bulk arise,

Sevatour Banwazn.

Ravens
AND dunes——
And beyond them.wet and dismal

With spoiled fresh water seeping out of
the blown sand

From thersptings it has smothered
Like blood from a murderer‘s

bound. trimk,
Lies the bare low—tide beach.
Fifteen miles to the Cape southward,
Three to the Rocks northward,
Reaches the vie
Not a living thing is in sight
Save a swarm of little dark mites, the

sandpipers,
Infesting the soft wet. sand of the

beach,
And yonder five ravens,
Looking as if they wore misfit ready—

made professional blacks,
But knowing,
Cynical,

ing. no. illusions.
# ago wise to the foul side of fife,

Vaddle distrustfully from: some dead
thing as I approach,

Reluctantly. suspending their inquest
How lonely it all is!
Why can‘t we have a war here, too?
These stagnant, antediluvian reaches of

coast »
Might be alive. with. men. digging

trenches
Andkilling each other, night and day,
Just as it goes in Belgium.
Old as our ravens are,
We might teach them something!

Hexnert Crowme Hows,

Hills
IRED, sombre beasts

reylie sprawled along the horizon.
Ontheir backs stars rest.
Through the lonely night, the coke—

ovens
(Altars aflame with sacrifice)
Burn at their feet.

Ruza Wexgeaw, 



Drawn by George Bellows. First published in "The Blast,"

THIS man subjected

himself to imprison—

ment and probably to

being shot or hanged

T HE prisoner used

language tending to

discourage men from

enlisting in the United

States Army

IT is proven and in—
deed admitted that

among his incendiary

statements were—

THOU shalt not kill

and

BLESSED are the

peacemakers 
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War and Individual Liberty
A Message from Bertrand Russell

1" has been a recognized maxim of States that the govern—
ment has the right to demand the services of the citizens

in war. Some States have not felt obliged to exercise this right,

but all have claimedit as a right. The Conscientious Objectors

in Great Britain haye challenged this claim, and have challenged

it successfully. In the midst of the greatest war known to

history, in spite of taunts, ostracism, imprisonment, brutal ill—

treatment, even the pronouncement of the death—penaltyagainst

some of them, they have stoodfirm and refused to form part

of the Army. Some may question whether their stand has done

much to further the cause of peace, but none can question what

they have done for the cause of individual liberty, which is

perhaps an even greater cause and one with which, in the Tong
rum, the cause of peace is indissolubly bound up.
Throughout Europe, ever since the end of the Middle Ages,

the power of the State has beenincreasing. It was enormously

increased in France by the Revolution, and in other countries

by istance to the Revolution. Socialism enlisted the forces

on the side of the State, .and the war completed

It is nowrecognized that the State

of progr
what Socialism had begun.

has the right to dictate to every man or woman what he or she

shall do, at what wages; what to eat and drink; where to cat

and drink; and (most important of all) what opinions to pro—

In this universal prison the only free men remaining are
the Conscientious Objectors. The jails have been nearly emptied
of their usual population, who are indulging their proclivities

at the front; they have been filled with inmates of a newsort,
men who value liberty of mind more than liberty of body, who

fess

continue, with the softo woce approval of the private soldier,

to refuse to kill or help in killing, no matter what the penalties
maybe.

Whoever reflects uponthe historyof human achievement—in
science, in philosophy, in literature, in art, in religion and mor—
als—can see at once that the complete organization of the com:
munity: which is desiredby Governments and many Socialists is
totally incompatible with all fundamental progress. A society

which has no place forthe rebel must be a stationary society
until through being stationaryit becomes retrograde.. ‘The tyran—
ny of the Church, in the Middle Ages, over and over again

stamped out the faint beginnings of civilization; it was only
through the resistance, first of the "spiritual" Franciscans, then

of the Reformers, that the individual achieved enough freedom

for the triumphs of the last four centuries. Now it is no
longer ‘the Church, but ‘the State, whose tyranny threatens to
destroy the individual and prevent any advance in art or science
or morals.. The great weapon of the State is militarism, as the
great weapon of the Church was dogma. Resistance to the
State requires less courage than was formerlyrequired for re—
sistance to the Church, ‘Those who disobeyed the Church were
burnt; those who disobey the State will at worst be shot. It
is not a special degree of heroism that is required in order to
resist the tyranny of the State; what is required is common
sense, intellectual sobriety, .and sufficient public spirit to be un—

willing to participate in: futile destruction

"The State"is always spoken of bywriters on political theory
as if it were something quite impersonal.. This is mere meta—
physical nonsense. ‘The State consists of certain elderly. gen—
tlemen, different ones for different purposes. Almost all these
elderly gentlemen will be below. the average moral level of the
community, since the habit of power tends to make men auto—
cratic and tyrannous, and power is hard to acquire except by
arts which are not whollycreditable.

.

Being elderly, they do
not view war it is viewed by those who have to fight. The
taste for gladiatorial shows is by no means extinct, but men
and women disguise it from themselves by lofty phrases about
the "fight for right" The desire for victory is naturally
strongest in those who have the smallest share of the burdens
and the greatest share of the glory: the statesmen and the gen—
erals. Forall these reasons the communitywhich hands itself
over to the unlimited control of the State is doing what it can
to direct its powers towards ends more bloodthirsty than those
which it would have chosen freely.

America has beenhitherto the least military of all the Great
Powers, andthe one where the individual enjoyed the greatest
degree of political‘ liberty. Friends of peace and liberty are
watching anxiously to see whether this is to change.

.

We in
Great Britain know from painful experience how quickly and
easilyeverything can be changed in these respects. We know 
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that a "righteous war" can be made an excuse for all manner

of iniquities; we know that belief in the moral superiority of

one‘s country can be used to palliate whatever sins the Govern—

ment has a mind to commit, We look to America, with anxious

hope, to avoid the mistakes that have been committed in Europe.

We are amazed at the logic which argues that, because "pre—

paredness" has brought this horror on Europe, therefore America

must have preparedness.. We have faith in your President, but

we are conscious of the terrible forces against which he has to

contend*

Our ultimate hope is in the young. Here to my knowledge,

and in all other civilized countries according to what one hears,

the young do not share the ferocityof the old; they believe that

* Written: February 21, 1017. (This article was forwarded to us by the
editors of Chaflenge, who could mot publishiD

A DUNE SONNET

J WAS so lonely on the dunes to—day;

‘The shadow of a bird passed o‘er the sand,

And I, a driftwood relic in my hand

Sea winds are not more lonely when they stray

A little fitful and bewildered way

In this wan acre, whose dry: billows stand

So pitilessly still of curve, so bland,

And wide, and waiting, infinitely grey.

In hollows I could almost hear them say,
‘The misty breezes—Run, we will notstay

In this unreal and spiritual land!
Our soul of life is calling from thestrand,

Whose blue and breathing bosom leapt, or lay,
Or laughed to us in shots of silver spray!

Max Eastman.

WHAT DO I KNOW OF THE WAR?

HAT do I know of the battle—field?
Nothing at all—but there he lies

Where harvest winds once blew their yield
And moon—light falls on his eyes.

‘That‘s what I know of the battle—feld;

And that I know and nothing more,

His song is hushed, his lips are sealed—~

That‘s all I know of the war.

Nations may fall on the battle—feld,
Victor and vanquished come and go

And flowers bloom where the cannon pealed—
Butonly this do I know.

J. Thorne Smith, Jr.

their lives can be put to better use than destroying each other,

and they see thatpreparation for destruction is not the way to

avert it. Among those who are actually fighting, this view has

become widespread. ‘Those who survive the war will surprise

the militarists at home who imagine themselves the friends of

the soldiers. ‘The young men of America will be performing the

greatest possible service to their less fortunate contemporaries in
Europe by maintaining, throughout the remainder of the war, the
ight of the individual to judge for himself whether he will

engage in destruction at the bidding of men less wise and humane

than himself, or whether he will preserve inviolate the claim that

a Man‘s own estimate of right and wrong should be the ultimate

arbiter of his conduct.

Loxnoy, England.

THE UNBROKEN MARCH

girmont for the goal with their footsteps unfaltering;

On to the payment with never a pause;

Lion of heart for the challenge of sacrifice;

Trish of spirit for Ireland‘s cause.

‘They drained their own cups to a pledge of their making:

‘To Cathleen ni Houlihan, Queen of our dreams;

‘They took a last look at the heart—broken hillsides;

‘They heard the wild keening of sorrowful streams.

For the streams they were mourning with passioned abandon

As great waxed the waters: on—sweeping from woe;

And the hills they climbed higher from pride in their

lovers,
Upreaching for heights where those lovers would go.

Ah, Cathleen ni Houlihan, brave is your anguish,

And tender the ache in your beautiful breast.
Aye, gather them close, they who love you so gladly,

And kiss the red gaps where their martyrdom pressed.

‘Their requiem sounds to the deeps of our listhing,

Each hungering nook of our memory fills,
And mounts to a chorus, majestic and terrible,

Played by the winds on the harp of the hills.

Oh they marched to the payment with never a falter,
‘The same who are lying beneath the green sod.
But on goes the marching, the marching, the marching:

"Tis Cathleen ni Houlihan marching with God.

Louise Ayres Ganett. 
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The Religion of Patriotism
Max Eastman

OTHING could be more calamitous than for patriotism

to, become the established religion of this country.. I

do not know exactly what religioni Every psy

ogist has a different theory. of its origin and nature.
Some say it originates in fear, others in wonder, others in
the filial affection, others in gregarious instinct—a desire: for

infinite companionship... But I doubt if the religious emotion

is any «of these single things, the same in different cases... I

think that any object or any idea which appeals to a consider
able number of our. instincts, and

satisfaction, may become the focus of an attachment so con—

s to gain that uncanny and unreasonable

The re—

offers them. a combined

trolling, and so fir,
priority among. our. feelin
Higious object. binds us
implies), not by a single tie, but by gathering into itself so
many threads of our impulsive nature that no one motive what—

God‘ is indeed a refuge to our fear,

which (we call religious.

(as: the Latin original of. the: word

éver can break its hold.
a temple to our wonder, a parent: for the little child that

lives in our heart.. He is an infinite: companion. He: sat—
isfes so many of those native cravings which the terms of
life leave thwarted, that His hold upon us becomes super—
normal and sovereign, and our whole being is transfixed by
His name as though we were maniacs and He our obsession.
In order for this to hapgen, however, it is necessary that we

have the gift of making God seem real. In past ages, with a
Christ or a Virgin Mary giving the warmth of flesh to the pic—
ture, and a general consensus of mankind supporting the opinion
that God is real, it was not diffcult to acquire this gift. Per—
haps almost a majority of mankindpossessed it, and the religion
of God was one of the determining forces in history. In this
day, however, for many: reasons, it is growing. diffcult. to
make God seem real. The money and machine character of
our civilization leaves little room for miracles. A belief. in
supernatural causes is dangerous in a factory and: impractical
in a bank, And moreover, Jesu
principles of conduct whollyout of accord with our industrial
life, that the ministers of his gospel are forced to deny him
and betray his ideals continually while asserting his godhead,
and this makes them seem weak and queer, and his godhead

Deity is identified with the charch, and the. church

Christ expressed so many

dubious.

is hypocritical and alien to everyday life, and so deity. grows
slippery and unpleasant to our minds. God is a long way off.
There is no sovereign motive in our. lives.

That is good—It allows us to be intelligent and agile in

various kinds of enjoyment and enterprise. It lets
truth more whole—heartedly, and become acquainted with

liberty. Tt is so lofty a state, in fact, that most people have
not the strength of stem to endure it; they think they must

find something to Tean on and bind themselves around. And
so our godless age has been characterized by a wistful hunger

It is the age of "isms." And

us love

and search after religions.

some of these isms have been able to bind together a num»
ber of native impulses, and hold men almost as strongly as
God did. Socialism with its doctrine of Universal Brother

hood to be attained by the method of Class War, offers almost

infinite indulgence of two otherwise unreconciled impulses—

pugnacity and social Tove. With its system of revealed eco—

nomics, it offers, too, an Absolute in. which mental curiosity

It has its gospel according to Marx. Socialism
is no mean religion. But it is not a religion that binds

or blesses the rich and powerful, and so it could hardly be—
come established in a countrylike ours. For an established

religion we needed something a little more like God—a little
vaguer and more elegant and better adapted to bind in

among other motives the economic self—interest of those
We needed something that would give us the

without greatly disturbing

n rest.

who rule.

same. Emotional crystallization
the profits on capital.

Quite consciously a great many good people were seafch
@ for a thing of this kind, for a newand vigorous religion.

And now, through the lucky accidents of history, they have
found it. For there is nothing more copiously able to bind
into its bosom the multiple threads of human impilse, and
establish that fixed and absolute glorious tyranny among

our purposes, than. military patriotism. You will see how
everything that was erect in this country bows down to

that sentiment, The love of liberty, the assertion of the
rights of man, what little—of the ethics of Jesus we had—
these things must obviously yield. And not only these,
either, but the common principles of morality and truth. We
shall see men devoting their utmost energy to an endeavor

whichthey declare to be evil.
"Gladly would T have given my life to save my country

from war," says William J. Bryan, "but now that my: coun—
try has gone to war, gladly will I give my life to aid it."
This Christian: gentleman, whose morality was perhaps. the
most rigid thing we had in the country, thus boasts that
he will devote his declining year
siders wicked. Like Abraham who would slaughter his. son
at the bidding of God, Bryan is ready to do murder—he

And this
To me

to a cause which he con—

has called it murder—for the sake of his country.
scems entirelyright and noble to his countrymen.
it seems utterly ignoble.
Not only morality, either, but the ideal of intelligence it—

self, of truthful seeing, will be abandoned.. Men will glory
in the ignorance and celebrate the stupidity of what they
are doing. "T shall vote" said Senator Stone, against "the
greatest national blunder of history," but after that "my eyes
will be blind to everything but the fag of my country." \,
When ordinary alert perception has been renounced, it is

needless to say that the extreme ethical visions of Jesus must go,
and that God—long suffering God—will be denounced from the 



pulpits that were his last refuge.

—

T suppose the pew—holders of
Henty Ward Beecher‘s church are satisfied. with Newell Dwight

Hillis, for they have stood a good deal from him besides his
preaching, and here is his creed of patriotism :

"All God‘s teachings about forgiveness should be
rescinded for Germany. I am willing to forgive the
Germans for their atrocities just as soon as they are
all shot.

.

If you would give me happiness, just give
me the sight of the Kaiser, von Hindenburg and yon
Tirpitz hanging by the rope.

_

If we: forgive Ger—
many after the war, I shall think the whole universe
has gone: wrong."

When God thus

.

enthusiastically
rostrum of the most famous church in the country, to make

cjected .from the

way for the patriotic emotion, I think we are justified in
the fear that patriotism may become our religion.

Patriotism i
a solidary herd, which is anvinheritance of all gregarious

It is a craving which our modern sophisti ated,

nd diverse civilization leaves unfed in normal times

dulges that craving for a sense of union with

animal

s a great swing towards‘ war on this account even
among the most pacific people.

.

‘They are flocking for a
drink of this emotion.

.

Men are willing to be dead, it they
can only be deadin a pile.
This quite organic and almost animal craving is what makes

"great spiritual blessing" that war
When

springs so deeply from our ancient inheritance as this gre

s talk so much about the
will bring to our unregencrate characters a desire

garious hunger does, we always feel it as mystic and in—
Scrutable, we attribute a divine: beneficence to the sat
tion of it.

.

As a matter of fact, it would be better
progress of ‘society, in science and art and morality and

for the

if this terrible. solidarity ‘could be mitigated in—
stead. of enlarged.

.

For it inhibits

and it falsifies the s of life, always pretending the nation
is more socially and brotherly organized than it is. The
"reat spiritual bl distraction. of
minds fromthe pursuit of truth and from realistic progress.
It is the temporaryindulgence of a facile. emotion.

happines

individual.. experiment,

ing" is in fact men‘s

"I pray God," said President Wilson at the dedication of
a Red Cross Memorial, "that the outcome of this struggle
may be that every clement of difference amongst us will be
obliterated. The
united and when effort and suffering and sacrifice have com—
pleted this union, men will no longer speak of any lines
either of race or association cutting athwart the great body
of this

spirit of this people is already

nation."

To the instinctive man, the altogether rightcousness
this aspiration, and the entire beneficence of the conditi
outlined, is as much taken for granted as the goodness of
virtue.

.

And yet, if seriously: considered, ‘such a state of
affairs would be aesthetically monotonous and morally stag—
nant... Aside from the mere satisfaction of the old instinct for
herd—union itself, there would be no health, no beauty, no
life in it.

"Liberty and Union, One and Inseparable, Now and For—
ever," is the watchword that adoms the statue of Daniel

%

And that too seems obvious—
it has become a proverb. And yet if it has any meaning
whatever, the meaning is false.

.

It has become proverbial
merely because it celebrates, with some show of regard for
individual

|

freedom, this. gregarious instinct of mankind
which is the central armature of the religion of patriotism.

Webster in Central Park,

According to my idea, however, the satisfaction of a single
instinct, even though so arbitrary and ancient—rooted as
this, cannot acquire that peculiar hypnotizing force upon us
which makes us name it religious.

.

We might love union
and the monotony of the herd very much, and still con—
tinue to act morally, and exercise intelligent judgment, and

But
and

perhaps love God and walk humbly with our neighbor,
that the moment. we e for the herd,

let loose our enthusiasminto that vent, especially at
time, a half dozen other starved monsters of passionate de—
sire that our Tawful and cultivated life has caged and thwarted,
rush to this outlet and findsatisfaction.

One of themis angry hate.

~

Men are full of it, and they
get small chance to exercise it in these days of legality
and respectable convention.

.

The war liberates them. They
can rage and revile and spit upon the enemywiththe s

it. happens deck
war

ne—
tion of all contiguous sociéty, and without immediate per—

I think this is what makes a declaration of

isters of. Christ

sonal danger.

war especially palatableto mi They have
h more personal spleen, as a matter of pro—

ity, than the rest of us, that they let go all
Nobody

of Jesus to the relations

repressed so mu

fessional nece

the more violently into the national spout. will
demand that they apply the eth
between nations; they can go on preaching forgiveness as
a personal matter, while enjoying in this
the emotions of implacable hate.

national. festival

a conversation overheard in a restaurant con—
ducted by two innocent and colorless Germans, man and

The talkers are American patriots.

Here. is

wife.
‘Did you read what Ambassador Gerard said about the

German boys torturing foreigners in Germany?"
‘Yes, and it‘s true too.

.

They‘ They‘re savages,
the Germans.

.

They wouldn‘t stop at anything."
cruel.

"You bet, look at these people. I bet they‘re spies. We‘ll
be over here andstring them up one of these days."
The sudden and copious flow of malice which follows a

declaration of war suggests that a really dire condition. of
the natural organs has been relieved just in the nick of time.
Another and even. more bursting: reservoir that ordinary
moral

|

conduct

Society suppresses the braggart, for the reason that if brag»
wing is to be done, each member of society feels fully en—
titled to do it, and there is no other solution short of bed—

dividual is full as a bladder
And. by a> quickly articulated

emotional device, this passion too

i
s

sluiced into the. channel

never. half relieves, is rivalrous egotism.

lam.

.

In consequence every
with inexpressible self—esteem.

A man identifies himself with his country,
of patriotism.

and. then

and. nobody
he brags about his country to his heart‘s desire,

observes that he is bragging about himself.
Onlysensitive people know that patriotic loyalty is so much 
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less flame—like and beautiful than loyalty to a friend or an

idea—they feel this cold vein of complacence in it.

The patriotic religion has a hold here that God‘ never

had.

—

God wanted people to be humble.

.

A religion. that

lets us brag: without knowing that is what we are doing,

is far more gratefullyadjusted to our constitutions,

.

We can

love our country. and make sacrifices for it, we can have

all those altruistic satisfactions, and yet not suffer the self—

abasementthat is inevitable in loving a Supreme Being.

.

It

is our country; it is not simply. Country, abstract and awful.

Our country comforts us too, even as God‘s fatherhood did.

Our filial affection is gathered up into the bosom of the father—

land.

native place, the place that sheltered us long ago when we

were happy; it will still care for us (especially while we are

fighting for it), and give us that sense of the Everlasting

Arms without which perhaps no religion would retain its

extreme dominion among our feelings

We were conceived and born in its bosom; it is our

Yes, patriotism binds us by as many ties as God.

.

We
need not be surprised at those Methodist conventioners, who
denounced for treason the lowly: delegate who wished. to
put God before his country. In the very nature of the case,
if our theory of religion is true, there can be no two religions.
If God will not fall in step with the United States army,
God must go.

,

That has been made plain in every pulpit
in this vicinity, with the noble exception of the Church of
the Messiah, where John Haynes Holmes spoke not only for
the sovereignty of God, but even for the ethics of Jesus,
on the eve of War.
Patriotism has, like other religions whose object of wor

ship is a little open to question, its extreme sensitiveness, its

fanatical The ceremonial

forced with zealotry, and those who blaspheme with unas—

senting presence are likely to be thrown out bodily or con—

fined in jail. At one of the meeting—places of patriots on
Broadway, known as Rectors, one night at two A. M. the

ceremonial of the national anthem was being enacted, and

while all the devotees were rising or being assisted to thei

feet, Mr. Fred Boyd and two companions—heretics of this

religion—endeavored quietly remain their seats.
Chairs, tables and salad bow!s were employed by the ortho—

dox to enforce the tenets of their creed, and these failing,

a policeman was summoned in the name of the fatherland,

and Mr. Boyd and his companions arrived at the night
court. Here they were severely reprimanded by a judge,

who acknowledged, however, that they had disobeyed no
law, not even the law of God, which is usually invoked upon

such unfortunates as wish to act upon their own judgment

in public.

intolerance, observances are en—

to in

To me patriotism, in practically all of its forms, is distaste—

ful. And T confess to a feeling of strange solitude in these

days of its divinity that no other revolutionary opinions

have brought me. Much of the time I wonder what it is

that separates a handful of us from the concourse of man—

kind. We are so motley a handful, Christians, Atheists,

Quakers, Anarchists, Artists, Socialists, and a few who

just have a fervent pleasure in using their brains about

As $°°8

truth. You could bring us together, and we would notagree

upon anything else under the sun—but we agree in dis—

liking the religion of patriotism.

.

We can not stand up when

the national anthem is played, not because we have any

theory about it, but because the quality of the emotion ex—

pressed is alien and false to us.

.

We can not partake of the

communion and be true to ourselves.

do not go to these meeting—places at all, or we come in

late, or otherwise we try to avoid the acute discomfort of

sitting quiescent under. the scowling malice and ignorant

suspicion of a mob indulging its now fixed and habitual

And so many. of us

emotion.

As I count over the little group that I know who feel this

way: about committing themselves to the new religion, I

find two or three traits that seemsomewhat to explain it

Some of the group are platonic in their temperament—given,

that is, to falling in love with ideas,

.

And so many beautiful

ideas, like justice and proportion and merey and truth, have

to be renounced and reviled in abandoning oneself to this

religion, that they find it absolutely impossible.
not tear themselves away from their loves.

They can

Others are temperamentally: solitary. They are actually
lacking in gregarious impulse, or have an opposite impulse
to kick out and desert whenever the herd agrees upon some:
thing. They can not even understand patriotism, and these
modern days make them not only sad, but bitter and. con:
temptuous of men,

Others are rationalistic, and have a theory about patriot—

But

whose emotions are controlled by a
ism, and their emotions are controlled by a theory.
there are: not
theory.

many

The character that is most common to those who can not

commit themselves to this religion, is the character of having

already really committed themselves to something. else,

And this too is rare enough. Most of the people in our

days of nervous modernity—busy with labor, or busy with

entertainment—never heartily abandon themselves to any

thing Such people welcome the orgy of nation—worship
merely as a chance to feel

I think of Mayor Mitchel, for example, as a little fox—
like ‘political man, who has stepped very: carefully here and
there, taking a bit, giving a bit, to this and to that—church,

politics, business, society, dress. He shows very ‘plainly that
he never abandoned his soul to any purpose or any experience.
But now he has—and it is doing him good

but smile in sympathy the Mayor‘s. boyish extra—
this the experience his life. One

can not but wish him the good. luck of. other experiences
before he dies. And. he

and. man—of—affairs, Thi

of. the fatherland, or least they resistance
against it, mot only are. not committed. to

anything else, but they never have been committed to any—

thing.

One can not

with

in firstvagance of

is: typical
in for

of: the ‘average. man
this religiongo facile

at show no

because they

or faith, or loneliness, or energy—of—intent; this requires only
the most social and joyful abandonment of intelligent jude—

ment and. moral restraint. It is the easiest religion under the Otherreligions always seemed to require courage, /*
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sun to feel and feel deeply, for it gives the highest quantity

of satisfactions, requires no imaginative faith, and demands only

at the most that physical crowd—courage which is a common

heritage of our race.
I do not believe many people will ever be led to feel

unpatriotic. ‘To argue against these tribal and egoi

is like arguing against gravitation.

c instincts

But I do hope that a fair
proportion of the intelligent may be persuaded to resist the

establishment, in their own minds or in American society, of

patriotism as a religion. Let them understand that to in—
dulge and satisfy some one or two of the emotions that

a f e f o r

NUMBER of wealthy New York women have pledged them

selves to serving only three—coutse dinners during the war.
"Three—course—patriotism" may prove a popular: slogan, espe—
cially among people who customarily have only two.

OHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR, has cracked under. the

J strain and lost all self—control. "I believe," he said at a

conference in Washington, "that men who work with their hands

are often as honorable as those who work with their heads."

AR levels all ranks but surely it doesn‘t level them as

much as that.

HAT hesitancy. to allow Roosevelt to raise an army may

be due to the fear that he will desert it and make a sepa—
rate peace as he did in Chicago last year.

®
S we understand the figures in the New York World, Roose—

velt‘s army which comprises 200,000 in round numbers has
only 1,175 in square.

NYZE are told that there is to be no disclosure by the admin—
tration of our war aims unless Congress asks for it

Here might be a way for Congress to justify its existence,

USSIA‘S chief needis saidto be for American mechanical
equipment. Elie Root will therefore kindly introduce the

steamroller.

HE President of Switzerland says that that nation will

starve if we carry out ortr proposed embargo upon exports
to neutral countries. It would be ungrateful of Switzerland to
starve when we are fighting for the rights of neutrals and trying
to make the world safe for democracy.

pA" war department has denied Yale men the right to go

to the training camp as a separate unit, and the future

looks very dark and promiscuous to the patriots from (New
Haven.

enter into this compound, is a very different thing from

binding all these satisfactions into a fixed and rigid and

monumental sentiment which will exercise absolute dicta—

torship in their minds. Strong minds do not need any re—
ligion. They are able to bear the responsibility and the

labor of thinking and choosing among the values oflife anew

every morning, But even for those who must have a reli—

gion, an expésure of the extreme easiness of patriotic en—
thusiasm, its qualityof general indulgence, might make them

wish to bind themselves, if they must be bound; to some

god that is more arduous and demanding of personal character.

D e m o c r a c y
ILLY Sunday‘s hearers voted to give him a day off so that

he might go to see Joffre. Not to be outdone in generosity

Tire Masses proposes to let himoff for a week at anytime.

HE German Crown Prince is democratic, according to Carl

W, Ackerman‘s piece in the New York Tribune. When the

people cheer he waves his hand instead of looking sour the way
Father does. I

T* irresistable English government bunged itself all up
against the immovable body when it tried to separate the

British workman from his beer.

A BANKER told the Manufacturer‘s Association that if the
business men wanted to they could elect every member of

Congress. When the world is once safe for democracy we might
let the N. A. M. choose our Congress for us,

F ORAKER is described in the obituaries as "a first—rate fight—
ing man." Yet he had his gentler side. Standard: Oil

check bearers found him almost approachable.

A, MAN who can make as long a speech as Hollweg‘s without
expressing himself on any subject ought to be vice— presi—

dent of that German republic. :

HAT low moan of pain you hear is from the well—to—do
man who wanted war and nowfinds that he is expected

to help pay for it

8s higher wail is from a newspaper which thought La—
Follette should be shot at daybreak and is now threatened

with the administration‘s gag law.

.

It should be pitied but not
censored.

O N the other hand, Senator Stone, who fought for the right
to speak his mind about the war, now favors an: old,

oaken, iron—bound censorship. In Gumshoe Bill‘s ideal world,
whatever talking maybe necessary will be done by him.

Howarp Baveaken. 



Memoirs of Jack London s
Anna Strunsky Walling

¢¢7T AKE me this way: a stray guest, a bird of passage, splash—
ing with saltrimed wings through a brief moment of

your life—a rude and blundering bird, used to large airs and
great spaces, unaccustomed to the amenities of confined. exist—
ence."

So he wrote in a letter to me dated Oakland, December 21,
1899, in the twenty—fourth year of his life. A bird of passage,
splashing with salt—rimed. wings not only through mylife but
throughlife itself, and not for a brief moment but for eternity.
For who shall say whenthat of wonder and beauty which was
Jack London will pass from the earth? "Who that ever knew
him can forget him, and how will life ever forget one who was
so indissohubly a part of her?

—

He was youth, adventure, ro—
s a post and a social revolutionist.

.

He had a
genius for friendship. He loved greatly and was greatly be—
loved. But how fix in words that quality of personality. that
made him different from everyone else in the world?. How con—
vey an idea of his magnetism and of the poctic quality of%his
nature?. He is the outgrowth of the struggle and the suffering
of the Old Order, and he is the strength and the virtue of all its
terrible and criminal vices. He came out of the Abyss in which
millions of his generation and the generation preceding him
throughout time have been hopelessly lost. He rose out of the
Abyss, and he escaped from the Abyss to become as large as the
race and to be identified with the forces that shape the future
of mankind,

mance. He we

His standard of life was high. He for one would have the
happiness of power, of genius, of love, and the vast comforts
and ease of wealth. Napoleon and Nietzsche had a part in him,
but his Nietsechean philosophy became transmuted into Social—
ism—the movement of his time—and it was by the force of his
Napoleonic temperament that he conceived the idea of an incred—
ible success, andhad the will to achieve it. Sensitive and emo—
tional as his nature was, he forbade himself any deviation from
the course that. would Tead him to his goal.
his life

He systematized
Such colossal energy, and yet he could not trust him—

self! He lived byrule. Law, Order and Restraint was the creed
of this vital, passionate youth. His stint was a thousand words
a day revised and typed. He allowed himself ont
one—half hours of sleep and beganhis work rest

four and
at dawn

for years. The nights were devoted to extensive reading of
science, history and sociology.

One day

He called it getting his scientific
basis: a week he devoted to the work of a struggling
friend. For recreation he boxed and fenced and swam—he was
a great swimmer—and he sailed—he was a sailor before the

—and he spent much time flying kites, of which he had a
collection. Like Zola‘s, his first efforts were in poetry.

his no doubt was the secret of the Miltonic simplicity of his
prose which has made him the accepted model for pure Eng
lish and for style in the unive
Sorbonne.

ities of this countryand at the
He had always. wanted. to write poctry, but posts

proverbially starved—unless theyor theirs had independent in—

so poetry was postponed until that time when his fame

Fame and fortune were

coni

and fortune were to have been made,

made and enjoyed for over a decade, but yet the writing of

poctry was postponed, and death came before he had remem—

bered his promise to himself. Death came before he had re—

membered many other things. He was so hard at work—so

pitifully, tragically hard at work, and it was a fixed habit by

now. He forgot what he wrote ina letter to me when we were

little more than boy and girl:

January 26, 1800.
s for my not having read Stevensons‘ letters—my dear child!. When

the day comes that I he chieved a fairly ft scientifie foundation: and
a bank account of a thousand dollars, then come to be—with me when
1 lie on my back all day long and read, and read, and read, and read.

"The temptation of the books—if. you could know!‘ And 1 hammer
away at Spencer and Haeckel and try to forget the joys of the things
unread."

The time came when he had that bank account of $1,000 and
an assured income of over $60,000 a year in addition, but he
did not return to the simple and beautiful existence of the
poet and the student of which he had dreamt. He paid the
ultimate price for what he received. His success was the
tragedy of his life. He mortgaged his brain in order to meet
the market demands, and fatigue and over—stimulation Ted him
to John Barleycorn and to the consequent torture of what he
called the White Logic. He had written forty—four books.
Sometimes a vertigo stized him, What had a strong, normal
man to do with labor that involved so puny a tool as the pen?
Helonged for a man‘s work, He conceived the idea of culti—
vating his Valley of the Moon. He would put the money he
earned by his pen into a vast agricultural experiment; he would
make arid land. fertile,

|

He would grow encalyptus trees and
raise horses. That was creative workin a sense that the stories
he was writing so prolifically (four books a year) were not
creative; he had not time to remember that the same pen that
wrote these pot—boilers had written short stories of immortal
beauty like "The Odyssey of the North" and "‘The White Si—
lence," and books of such greatness as "Martin Eden" and
"The Call of the Wild," and essays of unparalleled brilliance
like those in "The Kempton—Wace Letters," the book we wrote
together.
His was not a vulkar quest for riches. In his book "The

Game" he explains the psychology of the prize fighter to whom
the ring is symbolic of the play and the purpose of life itself.
To become inordinately rich throughthe efforts.of his pen was
his way of "playing the game.". It appealed to his sense of
humor and his sense of the dramatic to house members of the
I. W. W., Comrades of the Road, or Mexican Revolutionists
in a palace. The best was none too good for them or for any
man.

—

Not only had the Abyss not been able to swallow him up;
the Abyss had risen with him.

Here is a letter written from Oakland, Cal,, January 21. 1goo: 
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Do you know, I have the fatal faculty of making friends, and lack
the blessed trait of being able to quarrel with them.

.

And they are con—
stantly turning up.. My home is the Mecea of every returned Klondiker,
sailor or soldier of fortune I ever met. Some day I shall build an estab
Hishment, invite them all, and turn them Joose upon each other.

.

Such a
mingling of castes and creeds and characters could mot be duplicated.
The destruction would be great.
"However, I am so overjoyed at being free that 1 cannot be anything

but foolish.

"

T shall, with pitfall and with gin, beset, the road my visitors
do wander in and among other things, erect a maxim rapidire gun just
within my front door. ‘The sanctity of my fireside shall be inviolate;
‘Or, should my heart fail me, T‘ll run away to the other side of the world."

‘This is exactly. what he‘ did in Glen Ellen, in beautiful So—

moma Valley, California, He built a mansion, surrounded. by
fifteen hundred acres, where he kept open house, and when his
heart failed him he did run away to the other side of the world.
He went to the South Sea Islands and to Haw
the memorable and extraordinary cruise of the Snar
ing to be awayfrom the world for seven yea
Only a ‘youth as intense as his could feel as deeply as he

did the flight bf time, and could so eagerly hoard the hours.

He made
, purport—

Life was very short. One should have no time to dally. It

was his working creed. It had been given to him to see so

much of life. Child of the people that he was, he had never

had a childhood. He had eatly seen struggle and beenforced

to struggle. He thought himself "harsh, stern, uncompromis—
ing." Of course he was not.. It is only that he had few illn—

sions, and that the sensitive nature of childhood and youth had

suffered at what he had beheld in the Abyss and beyond. This

suffering and this reaction against what is called organized so—

ciety, but is in reality a chaotic jungle, became the basis of his
world philosophy.

The following is from a letter written Decemben 21, 1809:

. "Life is very short. ‘The melancholy of materialism can never be better
expressed than by Fitegerald‘s ‘O Make Haste! One should have no time to
dally.

—

And further, should you know me. understand this: T, too, was a
dreamer, on a farm, nay, a California ranch,

_

But early, af only nine, the
bard hand of the world was upon me,

—

It has never relaxed.. Tt has
feft me sentiment, but destroyed. sentimentalism,

.

Tt has made me practical
so that T am known as harsh, stern, uncompromising,

.

Tt has tought me
that reason is mightier than imaginations. that the scientife man is superior
to the emotional man.

.

Tt has also given me a truer and a deeper romance
of things, an idealism which is an inner sanctuaryand which must be reso—
utely throttled. in dealings with my kind, but which yet remains within the
holy of.holies, like an oracle, to be cherished always but to be made mani—
fest or to be consulted mot on every ocession T go to market.. ‘To do this
fatter: would bring uponme the ridicule of my fellows and make me a
failure.. To sum up, simply the eternal fitness of things."

Sincerity was the greatest trait of his character, He never

made pretensions and he built neither his work nor his life on

sophisms and evasions.

.

If literature is marketable and had a

price and he put the products of his brain for sale, then he

could not stoop to pretend that he was following art for art‘s

sake and was not writing for money. But it would not be

seemly and according to "the eternal fitness of things" to offer

wares for which society: would not pay him lavishly. If you
imake yourself marketable at all, you must also be indispensable.

With the cold—bloodedmess of the "economic man" which he

claimed to be, he set to work to achieve this. In those days

Marie Corelli was perhaps the most financially successful nove,

clist. He threatened to study her art in order to discover just

those qualities which made her success inevitable and to make

them a part of himself. In all this he was frank, and by his

avowal of his program and his object he invited from his friends
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haranguing and attack, Many set themselyes up to be better

than he, who were in reality only envious of his strength of

purpose.

The following letter bears this out:

962 East 10th St,
Oakland, California,

February. 8, 1000.
Dose Ax
"Saturday might, and I feel good.. Saturday night, and a good week‘s

work. done—hack work, of course. Why shouldn‘t 1? Like any other
honest artisan by the sweat of my brow. I have a friend who scoms suck
work, He writes for posterity, for a small circle of admirers, oblivious to
the world‘s oblivion, doesn‘t want money, scoffs at the idea of it, calls it
fithy, damns all who write for it, ete, eto,—that is, he does all this if
one were to take his words for criteria.. But I received a letter from him
recently.  Munse‘s had offered to buy a certain story of ‘him, if he would
change the ending. He had built the tale carefully, every thought tending
toward the final consummation, notably, the death by violence of the chief
character, And they asked him to keep the tale and to permit that char—
acter, logically. dead, to live, Hescorns money,. Yes; and he permitted
that character to live,. ‘I fell? is the only explanation he has voucheafed
for his conduct."
From overwork and from turning art into a toilsome trade,

the natural reaction set in, and he, the most generous of na—
tures, was often obsessed by a kind of cynicism. His soul was
sick with all the adulation which his success brought him. Why
had these people, now eager to fatter him, not seen what was
in him before he was "discovered"? A story for which he had
recéived. five dollars from the Overland Monthly and which
had not brought him a word of praise from anybody, suddenly
became great when it was found betweenthe stiff covers of a
book, So he held lightlythe praise andthe kindness of people,
and he suffered from a melancholy which made him question
not only the worth of the world but of life itself. He had
achieved so much, only to find it was not worth having. ‘There
was no intrinsic value in anything. He suffered from. melan—
cholia.. He was obsessed by suicidal ideas. As with Tolstoy,
there was a time when he kept a loaded revolver in his desk
ready to use it against himself at any time.

January 6, 1908.
"I look back and remember, at one in the morning, the faces T saw go

wan and wistful—do you remember? Or did you notice?—and T wonder

what all the ferment is about;
"I dined yesterday on canvasback and terrapin, with champagne sparking

andall manner of wonderful drinks I had mever before tasted. warming my

heart and brain, and I remembered the sordid orgies and carouses of my

youth. "We were illelad, illmannered beasts, and the drink. was cheap and

poor and nauseating. And then T dreamed dreams, and pulled. myself up

out of the slime to canvashack and terrapin and champagne, and learned
that it was solely a. difference of degree which art introduced. into the
fermenting."

It was in his twenty—sixth year that he began to signall his
letters "Yours for the Revolution" and thousands in this coun>

try and in the countries across the sea took up the phrase. He

had served the revolutionary cause from his earliest youth.
He had talked Socialism on street corners and had addressed

the regular Sundaynight meetings at the "Locals." He had let

his name stand on the Socialist political ticket for school di—
rector and for mayor, and when he became famous he came

East and lectured, choosing Socialist subjects.. In a letter dated

February 22, 1908, he says: "Back again after four months of
lecturing. I rattled the dry bones some. Spoke at Yale, Har—
vard, Columbia, University of Chicago, and a lot of speeches

for the Socialist Party." He was a Revolutionist, "The im—

posing edifice of society above my head holds no delight for 
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me.. It is the foundationof the edifice that interests me. There

1 am content to labor, crowbarin hand, shoulder to shoulder
with intellectuals, idealists, and class—conscious workingmen,

getting asolid pry nowand again and setting the whole edifice

rocking. Some day, when we get a few more hands and crow»
bars to work, we‘ll topple it over, along with all its rotten life

and unburied dead, its monstrous selfishness and sodden mate—

tiatism. Then we‘ll cleanse the cellar and build a new habi—

tation for mankind, in which all the rooms will be bright and

airy, and where the air that is breathed will be clean, noble and
alie."

They have toppled it over in Russia, and how sadit is that

Jack London should have passed into the silence, out of the

sight of the ted banners waving over a free people and out of
the reach of the voices of millions singing the International !

He wrote "The People of the Abyss,*~a story of the London
slums. It was on the occasionof his first visit to Europe. He

did not even go to see his publishers. He dropped out of sight

and lost himself in the abyss of human misery, and the result

was the strongest indictment against modern societywritten in

our time, a "Les Miserables" in sociological form, To do this

he compelled himself to live as a slum dweller. He cut him—

self off fromhis moneyand walked the streets seeking employ—
ment, starving and homeless.

London, August 25, 1902
aturday might I was out all might with the homelcis ones, walking the

streets in the bitter rain, and, drenched to the skin, wondering when dawn
would come.. Sunday I spent with the homeless ones, in the fierce strugsle
for something to eat. T returned to my rooms Sunday evening, after thir
six hours continuous work and short one night‘s sleep. To—day I have
composed, typed and revised 4,000 words and over. I have just finished
1t is one in the morning. T am worn out and exhausted and my nerves are
blunted with what T have seen and the suffering it has cost me."
And again: "I am madesick by this human hell—hole called

London Town."

He had social wisdom. e understood the class struggle and

he believed in the international organizationof the people. He

understood. that international humanity in. our present evolu—

tion had only one enemy, which was international capitalism,
and that economic and social forces in society were clarifying

the minds of the people and strengthening their hearts and in—

vesting them with weapons with which to wive successful com—
bat to their enemy. Society was a battlefield upon which were

ranged in conflict the forces of the people against the oppres—
sors and exploiters of the people. His place was in the ranks

of the people.. His success and his genius did not exempt him
from bearing revolutionary arms.
the basic‘ truth of social democracy, of the force of environ—

ment, of the fictionof blood and aristocracy. He had faith and

vision and the courage not to be overawed bythe mighty of this
world

They were only proof of

R. M. S. "Majestic,"
Juby an, ‘00,

"T sailed yesterday from New York at noon. A week from to—day T shall
be in London. .T shall then have two days in which to make my arrange:
ments and sink down out of sight in order to view the Coronation from the
standpoint of the London beasts, That‘s all they are—beasts—if they are
anything tike the stum people of New York—beasts, shot through with
stray flashes of divinity
"I meet the men of the world in Pullman coaches, New York clubs, and

Atlantic liner smoking rooms, and, truth to sey, I am made more opeful
for the Cause by their total ignorance and non—understanding of the forces

at work, They are bissfully ignorant of the coming upheaval, while they
have grown bitterer and bitterer towards the workers. You see, the grow
ing power of the workers isghurting them and making thembitter while it
does not open their eyes."
He wrote an essay called "What Life Means to Me" which

takes its place with Kropotkin‘s "Appeal to the Young" and
Oscar Wildes "The Soul of Man Under Socialism," and its

closing sentence rings with his faith in the rise of the common

man, "The stairway of time is ever echoing with the wooden

shoe going up, the polished boot. descending."

1am attempting a difficult and marvelous thing when I at—

tempt to write of the youth of one so young as Jack London!

One has to speak of him in terms of feeling ratherthan thought
and no one understands better than he how difficult that is. \I

quote from a letter dated
062 Rast 16th St,

Oakdand, California,
December 27, 1800.

"Thinkers do not suffer from lack of expression; their thought is their
expression. Feelers do. Itis the hardest thing in the world to put fecling,
and deep feeling, into words,. Rrom the standpoint of. expression, it is
casier to write a ‘Das Capital in four volumes than a simple lyric of as
many stanzas"
He flaunted his physical bases. He was an idealist without

anyillusions. He was avid for truth, for justice, and he found

little of it at hand. He was an individualist who was conse:

crated to the cause of mankind. As Tong as he lived he would

strip the veils from truth and be a living protest against all

the evils and injustices of society.

96% East 10th St,
January 22, 1000.

"The highest and the best had been stamped out of me, You know my
life, typified mayhap by the hastily drawn picture of the forecastle. I was
troubled. Groping: after. shadows, mocking, dsbelieving, giving. my: own
heart the Hie oftentimes, doubting that which every doubt made me believe.
And for all, I was a‘thirst. Stifenecked, T flaunted my: physical basis, hop»
ing that the clear water might ush forth. But not then, for there I played
the barbarian."
What was this "physical basis" which he faunted in: those

days? He justified war. He said that as long as we accepted
the aid of a policeman and the light of a street lamp from a
society that legalized capital punishment, we had no. right

toattack capital punishment. He believed in the inferiority of

certain races and talked of the Anglo—Saxon people as the salt
He inclined to believe in the biological inferior—

ityof woman to man, for had he not watched women and men

at the Piedmont Baths and had the women not shivered on

the brink of the swimming pool, "not standing up straight

under God!" He believed that right made might. He fled

from civilization and systematically avoided it. He had a bar
barian‘s attitude toward death, holding himself ready to go at
any time, with total indifference to his fate. He held that love

is only a trap set by nature for the individual. One must not

marryfor love but for certain qualities discerned by the mind.

This he argued in "The Kempton—Wace Letters" brilliantly and

passionately; so passionately as to again make one suspect that
Later,

Jack became the most mellowof thinkers, as passionately. pro—

mulgating his newideas as he had then assailed them, He now

believed in romantic love, he had helped in: the agitation for

woman suffrage and wasJubilant over its success in California.

He was now an absolute internationalist and anti—militarist. He

of the earth.

he was not as certain of his positionas he claimed to be. 
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now laughed at himself when he recalled how in the Russian—

Japanese War he had been on the Russian side although all

Socialists wanted Russia beaten for the sake of the revolu—

tionary movement. The Russians were white men and. the

Japanese were not. ‘He had looked on a wounded Russian foot

and had felt the thrill of "consciousness of kind."

white foot, a foot like his own. He madehis loathing of capital

punishment the theme of his most ambitious book, "The Star

Rover." And his former belief in sensation for the sake of

sensation, leading him to experiment with drugs and drink, he

repudiated in his classic, "John Barleycorn." He had come far

—he had—:come out on the otherside of everything he had be—
fore adhered to, as all who knewhim were convinced that Ife

would.

T see him in pictures, steeting
his bicycle with one hand and

with the other clasping a great

bunch of yellow roses which he
had just gathered out of his own
garden, a cap moved back on

his thick brown hair, the large

blue eyes with their long lashes
looking out star—like upon the
world—an indescribably

and beautiful boy, the kindness

It was a

virile

and wisdom of his expression
somehow belying his youth.

I see him lying face down
among the poppies and following
with his eyes his kites Soaring
against the high blue of the

California skies, past the tops of

the giant sequoias

lyptus which he so dearly loved
I see him becalmed, on "The

Spray," the moon rising behind
us, and hear him rehearse his
generalizations made from his
studies in the watches of the
night before of Spencer and Dar—
win. His personality: invested
his every movement and. every
detail of hislife with an allur—
ing One took his
genius for granted, even in those
early years when he was strug—
gling with all his unequalled en—
ergies to impress himself upon
the world.

I see him seated at his work
when. the night is hardly. over,
and to me. that the

dawn greets and embraces him,
and that he is part of the elements
as other less generic natures are
not. T see him on a May morn—
ing leaning from the balustrade

and enca—

chatm.

it. seems

Draws by E. Gmincks.

of a veranda sweet with honeysuckle, to watch two humming
birds circling around each otherin their fove ecstacy.
a captive of beauty—the beauty of bird and flower, of sea and
sky and the icy vastness of the Arctic world.. No one could
echo more. truthfully the "Behold, 1 have lived" of Richard

He was

Hovey, with which he closed the essay which sums up his world
philosophy, "Human Drift"
"Behold, I have lived !"

He lived not onlyin the wide spaces of the earth, under her

tropic suns and in her white frozen
dren of happiness and with her miserable ones, but he lived in

the thought always of life and death, and in the timeless and

boundaryless struggle of internatio

silences, with her. chil—

al socialism.

CENTRAL P A RK 



Conscription for What ?
Max Eastman

RESIDENT WILSON has to breathe an, atmosphere of

optimistic emotion He always automatically idealizes a

bad business, and he generallydoes this with skill and plausibility.

But in declaring that his selective draft is "in no sense a con

scription of the unwilling; it is, rather, selection from a natiot

which has volunteered in mass," he builds himself up to a height
of casuistic complaisance from which the fall may be tragic and
terrible.

If anything is true, it is true that this nation has not volun—

teered either in mass or any other way.. The people here,
happy in their geographic security and (divided in their

have long and deeply abhorred

So universal. is

and prediction

reminiscent patriotisms,
the idea of carrying war into Europe.
this abhorrence that tradition

political history was overthrown. last fall, and Woodrow

Wilson elected to the White House as a Peace President,

in the face of stalwart Republicanism, Rooseveltism, ‘and

Wall Street united in a solemn compact of bloodto beat him

every of

During the time of this event and after, this peace Presi—

dent, under influences perhaps too subtle for political analysis,
appears to have changed into a man of the army and navy. He

has declared a European War,.in face of the people‘s manifest

will that he refrain—in face even of the will of a majority of the

House of Representatives, if that house had possessed .the
courage to make its will known. Acknowledging that to

this. war, undesired by the people, he could not raise a

volunteer army. of 500,000 free citizens, he has forced upon
Congress the principle of conscriptive. draft—a principle
which even when ‘adopted for military purposes within the
boundaries of the United States, and for the very: defense
of the Union, and at the hands of Abraham Lincoln, met

riotous resistance the devotees of individual (liberty

He has forced ‘this principle upon them for a. war of. of—
fense, to be waged wholly on the continent of Europe and
the contiguous ocean, and waged against a country which

has so far declined to retaliate, or recognize that there is either

war or the cause of war between us. He proposes to gather

the free citizens of this country, who have expressed their
abhorrence of this act at the polls, into small squares, and
ship them over a bloody sea to Europe, to be slaughtered

in a war waging between other countries than their own

It requires no vision to predict that some of the brave

among these free will conscientiously. object to this deed. of

from

violence against their elementary liberties

They would object, their intelligence had

respected, and the purpose for they are
shipped and delivered to Europe, had been explained to

But up to the present moment (May 16th), with
preparations exportation the Presi—

dent has not even deigned to announce to his victims the

end for which they are to march into the pens.— At a

been

be

even if

which to

them.

for the under way,

moment of sacred, if now very distant in. last

January, he did announce that the United States would

stand for a "League of the Nations" based upon "Peace

Without Victory." And he is reported vaguely to have

stited that ‘since then the diplomatic» dims of the United

States mot changed.. But inasmuch as German
high officials have given more endorsement to the League
of Nations than the officials of England, and inasmuch as

the President has nowdefinitelydeclared a war for victory over
Germany, the statement seems to have even less validity

memory,

have

than it has clearness of meaning.

We have joined the war of the British against Germany, a

is affirmed by the British King, among others,
But for—

war .which

to be a war for the sacred principles of democracy.
tunately for those of us who know that warimpulses are never,
and never can be, either so simple or so spiritual as that, it has
also been declared (January 10th, 1917), by the official British
government and her allies, to be a war. for following con—
ercte and specified ends:

"In all necessity

Belgium, of Serbia and of Montenegro, and the indemnities

which are due them; the evacuation of the invaded territories

of. France, of Russia and of Roumania, with just reparation.
The reorganization of Europe, gwaranieed by a stable regime
and founded as much upon respect of nationalities and full

security and liberty of economic development, which all nations,

adin the first instance, the restitution of

great or small possess, as upon territorial conventions and inter—
national agreements, suitable to guarantee territorial and mari—

time frontiers against unjustified attacks, The restitw of

provinces and territories wrested in the past from the Allies

by force or against the will of their populations; the liberation
of Italians, of Slays, of Roumanians, and of T

from foreign domination; the enfranchisement of populations
subject to the bloody tyrannyof the Turks; the expulsionfrom
Europe of the Ottoman Empire.

If the British Empire and its allies, boasting a war for

democracy, brackets under the general slogan of democ—

ion

eco—Slovaques

racy these various specific and largely: irrelevant nationalistic
purposes, which Germany declares to mean a dismemberment of
her empire, must we not, in‘absence of any pronouncement

to the contrary, asstime that the United States, joining the

British Empire under the same slogan, endorses the same

purposes? Or if we must not assume that, are we not at

least entitled by our ancient liberties to ask the president,

and expect an answer to our question:

For what specific purposes are you shipping our bodies,
and the bodies of our sons, to Europe?

For my part I do not recognize the right of a government

to draft me to war whose purposes I do not believe in. But

to draft me to a war whose purposes it will not so much as

communicate to my ear, seems an act of tyranny, discordant
with the memoryeven of the decent kings. 
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The sovereign power in the Russian Republic has issued to

the Socialists of the allied countries an appeal which ought to

be responsively heard by millions in this country. who are not
Socialists, but onlycitizens who have a respect for their own will
and intelligence:

"The Russian revolutionary democracy addresses itself
in the first place to you, Socialists of the allied countries.
You must not allow the voice of the Russian provisional
Government to remain isolated from the union of the
allied powers. You must force your Governments to pro—
claim resolutely the platform of peace without annexations
or indemnities andthe right of the people to settle their
destinies."
this appeal the British Empire has given its answer:

"Loxnox, May 16—A resolution welcoming the
declaration of the newdemocratic Government of Russia,
"repudiating all proposals for imperialistic conquest. and
aggrandizement? was moved in the House of Com—
mons to—day by. Philip Snowden, Socialist member
for Blackburn. It was voted down without division after
application of the closure. The resolution called on the
Government"to issue a similar declaration in behalf of
the British ‘democracy and to join with the Allies in re—
stating the allies, terms in conformity. with the Russian
declaration." >

Are we with revolutionary Russia; or are we with imperial
Great Britain, in carrying war against Germany?. Are we being
conscripted and asked to die for European indemnities, for "the

restitutionof provinces and territories wrested in the past from

the Allies," for. "the liberation of Tchecho:Slovacques (what—
ever they may be), from foreign: domination? Are. we asked

to die for "the expulsion from Europeof the Ottoman Empire?"

what purposes they are asked, by their dictator, to die.
Tt is not probable that the entire body of young and independ—

ent Americans will "volunteer in mass,"even with this newand

peculiar style of volunteering in which the date, hour and ad—

visabilityare so carefully specified, until theyare informed for

what purposes they are asked, by their dictator, to die.

Things They Wish They Hadn‘t Said

T has been our pride and our boast that, unlike—the monar—
chies of the old world, our government has never been

compelled either to resort to a conscription of its citizens or
the employment of foreign mercenaries ... It is an hereditary
and therefore honored tradition of the Anglo—Saxon race that
exemption from extorted military service is one of the peculiar
privileges of. freemen."

—New York World, 1916.

"This war was brought on by rulers, not by peoples, and I
thank God there no man in America who has the authority
to bring on war without the consent of the people."

—WoonrowWisow, 1016.

.. Peace without victory.""Identiy of aims .
—Woonzow Witson, 1917.

"The fact that this measure of compulsion is applied indi
criminately to all classes, to rich and poor, to landed aristocracy
and meatless proletariat alike, is to the German mind convincing

proof of its inherent democracy. To the Germans democracy
means ratherequality of sacrifice than. self—government."

—Hesacer Swore, Within the German Empire, 1916

Blood of Patriots

T was Thomas Jefferson who said (and was called "Anar—
chist" for saying it, no doubt):

"The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time

with blood of patriots and tyrants. Tt is its natural manure."

I submit that the tree of liberty being now very greatly in

need of refreshments, there are a few "patriots" about ripe

for the slaughter.

The newspapers, especially .the Evening World, have thor—
oughly exposed the machinations of the food speculators,

whose operations enormously increased the prices of food,
and netted the dealers, as the produce journals boast, "hand—

some profits." Listen to this from one of their trade—papers:

"All food products will be in demand all this yearand
at ‘prices never dreamed of by old—time operators. So
Tong as Americans have the means to pay, just so long
will they have whatthey want to eat."

In the United States Senate the other day Senator Cum—

mins made the sensational statement that the Coal Trust was

laying plans to make a $400,000,000 profit off the American

people, using the war emergency as an excuse to keep up

prices. He furthermore stated that instead of hoarding coal

in the yards and mines, the operators had great quantities of

it loaded on cars on side—tracks all over the country, at a
period when there is a serious shortage of cars.
The railroads of the country have been granted permission

to file with the Interstate Commerce Commission petitions

for a fifteen per cent, freight rate increase, At the same time

is published the Interstate Commerce Commission‘s report on

the financial downfall of the Pere Marquette Railroad, which

is shown to be due entirely to wholesale looting by its bank»

ers and officials. ‘
If any more blood is needed, a few miserable drops might

be squeezed out of the "patriots" who took advantage of the

crisis to raise preposterously the price of American flags!
Our armor—plate makers, torpedo—manufacturers, shipbuild—

ers, etc, whose record is one of shameless extortion, of the

government and of dishonest performance, made a move to

pull the same bag of tricks this time. But the Président and

the Secretary of the Navy nowhave power to take over the

plants and operate them under Government direction, so a lot

more patriots were. thwarted 4 Jorn Reso,

IN A, MINOR KEY

|ove when I die, your thought of me
Shall make the earth a magic bed.

‘Though buried in the deepest sea,
I shall not join the weary dead.

For you shall make me live and rise,

Your thought shall be my blood and

breath—
And only. when your memory dies
Will I too die—a double death.

Lovi® Untemcever, 
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ON NOT GOING TO WAR
URING the visit of General Joffre to New York City only

one event occurred‘to mar the perfect felicity of the occa—
It happened, most unfortunately, the very day that Col—

wmbia University bestowed its academic benediction upon war,

in the appropriate form of a doctorate of letters conferred upon

the war‘s most popular hero. That was the day chosen by a

body‘of students, young men from Columbia and young women
from Hunter College, to meet and discuss the question of whether

or not they should register in the approaching military censuses,
State and federal, This action seemed clearly to imply an

heretical disbelief in this war, and an intention: to refrain

from any share in its beneficent endeavors. Some mention

of the incident crept into the newspapers, and it aroused
considerable editorial indignation—and surprise. None of the

newspapers were able to explain how it could ever have
occurred.

We feel in a position to explain this incident, and we hasten

to do so... Inthe first place, the warin Europe has been going
on for nearly three years, and the people of this country, par—
ticularly the young, have had an opportunity to observe its effects
and studyits causes. A. considerable number of them have

come to the conclusion that war is a wholly evil thing, and that

it is made possible only by the acquiescence of populations in the
military programs of their rulers. They have decided that so

sion.

far as they themselves are concerned, the command of their rulers

is no sufficient reason for going into this evil business. They
have determined not to obey such a command.
These facts, of course, are for some reason unknown to the

press of New York and the nation generally. So far as has
come to their notice, the"American people, with the exception
of a few hyphenates, cowards and traitors, are a unit in de

manding duty to inform that ‘this

optimistic view does not represent the true state of affairs. Not

only, they will regret to learn, do the American people appear

war. It is our them

generally reluctant, cynical or indifferent in the matter of this
war, to a degree that it has seemed necessary to institute con—

scription in order to raise a large army, but a certain proportion

of them are actually determined, as will be shown presently, not
to go to war even if they are drafted. These facts create a
problem which it is the patriotic duty of the ne

cuss, so that the best solution of it may be discovered; and we

are glad to assist them by furnishing the materials for such a

discussion.

It is, we are aware, the official and proper view that the present

war is necessary and hence good.
been sent to prison, and to the observation. ward of our insane

spapers to dis—

Citizens of New York have

hospital, for expressing a disagreement with this view, and it
might seem to the enthused observation of our newspapers that
such cases of disagreement with the popular view must be rare.
But that is not quite the fact. It is possible to meet scores of
people daily. who express tinqualifed disapproval of the war and,
moreover, the most uncompromising resolution to take no part

in it. These people report the existence of numbers of other

such people, and ~iftogether it would appear that they form at

Teast an embarassing little minority.
In order to deal with the problem created bythe existence of

this minority, it will be necessary to understand its psychology.

To begin with, it is not, as might be assumed, pro—German. It

does not wish any harm to America. It simply does not believe
in war, and all the publicity given to the merits of the present
war has failed to shake its conviction. The passage of the Con—

scription bill, which might be expected to make this minority

realize the necessity of helping the war along, does nothing of

the kind. They cannot conceive the possibility of submit—

ting to the Taw against their judgment and their conscience.

They ‘regard it as a commonplace that they should abide by
their convictions. regardless of. the: consequences.
These consequences should now be considered. The penalty

for failing to register in cither the state or federal military

census appears to be a term of imprisonment. The anti—

militarist students of Columbia and of Hunter College, at the

meeting referred to above, voted unanimously to refuse‘ to

register. It is their opinion that the best time to resist the

draft is at the very beginning. This is not the universal opin—
ion among those who intend to resist the draft, however, The

alternate view is held that since it is really the draft to which

they object, their resistance should be confined to. that. It
may be expected that a. considerable number, but not by
any means all of them, will feel themselves obliged to re—

fuse to register in the preliminary census, and will incur
cheerfully the specified. imprisonment
The punishment for resisting the draft will doubtless be

more serious.. It is well known to these people that a batch

of Conscientious Objectors in England were taken to France

and sentenced to be shot; and that it was only because Parlia—

ment learned of this sentence in time, and felt that it would

give the cause of liberty a black eye, that it was changed,

in the nick of time, to ten years‘ hard labor. It is generally

felt among the Conscientious Objectors here in America that

it is at least unlikely that there will be executions on any large

scale for resisting the draft—at least not at first. It is sup—

posed that the programwill be—when the claimto exemption

on grounds of conscientious objection to war has been. dis—
allowed—jail, an occasional beating—up to test the sincerity

of the objector, frequent opportunities to decide to obey or—
ders and go, perhaps an alternate offer of ambulance service or

other war—work; and, if. these persuasions fail, a term in
prison at hard. Tabor. ‘The: possibility. of simply ‘being shot

against a wall, instead of the longer process, is not left out
of sight. To complete this psychological description, it should
be added that the attitude of the conscientious objector toward
the prospect of being shot or sent to prison is one of mingled
regret and relief: regret that there is no happier alternative
to going to war, relief that that alternative does actually exist.
Its existence, moreover, from their point of view, constitutes
a break—down of the theory of conscription: when a conscien— 
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tious objector is shot or imprisoned, it merely means that the

whole organized might of a militarized government has shown
itself powerless to break the will of a single unarmed individual

This stubborness is not without a certain dignity. And
it would be sufficiently ironic if a nation going to wat for
liberty‘s sake should find it necessary to kill or imprison all
those whose conception of liberty differed from its own. It
is mot to be expected, perhaps, of a government which ap—
pears to have been unwilling to rely for the armed prosecu—
tionof its cause upon those anxiousor willing to undertake it,
that there would be anyexcessive tolerance of conscientious
objectors to war. But it might be urged in their behalf that
most of them have been, in times of peace, useful citizens, and
are likely to be so in the time of peace to come. So, unless
the government expects this war to last forever, it might be

saner public policy to admit the existence of a kind of person
who cannot be coerced for military purposes, and deal with
him as a temporarily rather than totally objectionable person.
And, unless the newspapers wish the word "treason". to lose
all its ancient terrors, it might be well to find a different
term to describe his Behavior. Finally, there is the. danger
that the career of refusing to fight may come to have charms
for even belligerent natures, if it is to be invested with the
old—fashioned qualities which. have been, in
modern warfare, supplanted largely by lice and boredom. It
would be a sad blow to the prestige of war if people began
to suspect that the people who went to the trenches were to
any extent those who were afraid to stay at home.

Our Dreyfus Case
HH is a tribute to a bell—boy in a San Francisco hotel. We

don‘t know his name, but we know that he was instru—
mental in saving the life of Tom Mooney, and in exposing the
worst deliberate plot against labor ever hatched in America.
Tom Mooney, as told in these pages last month, was convicted
of murder on the testimony of a millionaire cattleman named
Oxman, who swore that he saw Mooney deposit on. the Side—
walk a suitcase presumably containing the bomb which killed
several marchers in ‘the San Francisco preparedness parade.
His testimony, the final effort of a conspiracy backed by a huge
fund raised by the union—hating employers of San Francisco,
was about to send Mooney to the gallows.

melodramatic

One man had
already been sentenced to life—imprisonment, and there. were
many victims to follow. ‘The conspiracy was so far successful

Here is where the bell—boy comes into the story—also the
traditional "scrap of paper" of familiar melodrama.

.

Oxman,
standing in the lobby of his hotel, started to write a letter,
crumpled up the sheet of paper, threw it in the waste—basket
and started again. ‘The bell—boy recovered that crumpled piece
of paper, and. gave it to the lawyers for the defence. It con—
tained the name of a man to whom he was making the proposal
that he come to San Francisco and give perjured. testimony in
the: Mooney case. ‘The man was found, the complete corre—
spondence unearthed, and the suborng of perjury established.
Oxman, it is trie, was "exoncrated" bythe grand—jury which

had participated in the original conspiracy against the life of
Mooney. The struggle is not over yet by any means, for the
state officials in question are battling desperatelyto save them—
selves from public disgrace.

What Shall I Do?

Rev. John Haynes Holmes

J—JOW shail 1, a pacifise, serve my countryin time of war?
When hostilities begin, it is universally assumed that

there is but a single service which a loyal citizen can render
to the state—that of bearing arms and killing the enemy. Will
you understand me if I say, humblyand regretfully, that this

I cannot, and will not, do.. If any man or boy in this church
answers the call to arms, I shall bless him as he marches to the
front. When he lies in the trenches, or watches on the lonely
sentinel—post, or fights in the charge, I shall follow him with my
prayers. If he is brought back dead from hospital or battle:
field, I shall bury him with all the honors not of war but of
religion. He will have obéyed his conscience and thus per—
formed his whole duty as a man.. But I also have a conscience,
and that conscience I also must obey. When, therefore, there
comes a call for volunteers, I shall have to refuse to heed.
When there is an enrollmentof citizens for military purposes,
I shall have to refuse to register. When, or if, the
conscription is adopted, I shall have to decline to serve.
means a fine, I will pay my fine.
I will serve my. term,

stem of

If this

If this means imprisonment,
If this means persecution, I will carry

No order of president or governor, no law of nation

or state, no loss or reputation, freedomor life, will persuade
me or force me to this business of killing. On this issue, for
me at least, there is "no compromise." Mistaken, foolish, fan—
atical, I may be; I will not deny the charge. But false to my
own soul I will not be. Therefore here T stand. God helping
me, I cannot do other.

And this resolution applies, let me now be careful to state,
quite as much to my professional as to my personal life. Once
war is here, the churches will be called upon to enlist, as will
every other social institution. Therefore would I make it plain
that, so long as I am your minister, the Church of the Messiah

will answer no military: summons. Other pulpits may. preach
recruiting sermons; mine will not. Other parish houses may
be turned into drill halls and rifle ranges; ours will not. Other
clergymen may pray to God for victory for our arms; I will
not. In this church, if nowhere else in all America, the Ger—
mans will still be included in the family of God‘s children. No

word of hatred shall be spoken against them—no evil. fate shall

be desired upon them.

my cross.

War may beat upon our portals, like
storm waves on the granite crags; rumors of war may thrill the

atmosphere of this sanctuary as lightning the still air of a sum—
mer night. But so long as I am priest, this altar shall be con—
secrated to human brotherhood, and before it shall be offered
worship only to that one God and Father of us all, "who hath

made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell together on

the face of the earth."—From "A Statement to My People On
the Eve of War." 
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Mr. Gompers Sees It Through
A

ism.

long ago as 1913 Samuel Gompers publicly rejected as
impracticable the ideal of Working—class International~
His subsequent cabled appeals to the German trades—

unions are merely grand—stand stuff, as he himself knows
thoroughly well. All through that time he was avoiding the
Preparedness issue. A year later he was a member of the
Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense,
and conspicuously silent on the: subject of Universal Military
Service.

The 1916 Convention of the American Federation of Labor
went on record, after a stiff fight, as being opposed to "mill—
tarism," whatever that may be. In March, 1917, a council
of Federation leaders was held in Washington, which issued
a. prontnciamento declaring organized. labor‘s: "absolute and
unconditional loyalty" to the Government in case of war, and
calling for the conscription of wealth. By this time Gomp—
ers was convinced that the Draft was democratic, though he
didn‘t dare say so openly—in fact, he perfunctorily opposed
compulsory military: service to the last, though without much

emphasis. In the meanwhile, as always, middle—class radicals
have doneall the fighting for the conscription of wealth; and
Mr. Gompers has again been conspicuous by his silence.
What is the man after? Is his object any different from

that of the masters and oppressors of labor? Truc, he stren—
uouslyinsists upon the retention of labor laws and union
tules—but so does the Manufacturers‘ Association,

.

Two
other public gestures he has made; appealing to Carl Legien,
President of German Federation of Trades—Unions, to per—
suade the German Government to rescind the unrestricted
U—boat warfare order—and cabling the Russian Council of
Workingmen‘s and Soldiers‘ Delegates not to make a separate
peace. with William Howard Taft might have
done as much.

Germany.

The other day in Washington was held a meeting of the
Committee on Labor of the Advisory Commission of the
Council of National Defense, of which Samuel Gompers is
Chairman. There were present two other notable members
of the Committee on Labor, invited to membership by Mr.
Gompers—Mr. Daniel Guggenheim and Mr. John D. Rocke—
feller, Jr. This is part of Mr. Rockefeller‘s speech of thanks
to Mr. Gompers, as reported in the daily press:

"It is a great pleasure to know increasingly the men who
largely represent the men and women who work with their
hands," said Mr. Rockefeller. "I was brought up to honor
those who so work, even above those who work with their
heads. Myfather worked with his hands, and he has always
honored others who do so. T wish thatI might be considered
the friend of the manual worker."

—

At which the women and
children burned and shot to death at Ludlow and Bayonne,
the thousands of men who have been victims of Rockefeller
law, turned in their graves.

And as for Mr. Gompers, with what deep—laid scheme of
circumventing capitalism we know not, he sat there and lis
tened to that terrible and ludicrous speech with pompous
self—satisfaction—he, the head of organized labor. in. America,
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chairman of a committee to safeguard the rights of labor!

Mr. Gompers is secing it through all right, and we are
beginning to see through Mr. Gompers, Joan Rem.

Free Speech
pH week war broke, the New York Grand Jury made

certain

—

recommendations to District

.

Attorney

.

Swann,
with the purpose, it is said, "of safeguarding free speech."
These consisted in forbidding pacifists and anti—consci iption—
ists to speale on the street, It was immediately done.
Nowthis interpretation of "free speech" is, I believe, peen—

liar to the United States, where there is normally less actual
free speech than perhaps in any. civilized country one can
name off—hand. I think the reason is, that we have never
had a class rebellion.

.

And so "free speech" has come. to
mean with us something with which the majority does not
altogether agree, but which offends nobody much, and is list—
ened to by very few—like a Democratic rally in a Republican
town, or a Methodist missionary in a Baptist settlement, or
a Socialist, say, in Wall Street. If it happens to offend any
powerful influence, or threaten it, the speech is promptly
suppressed on the ground that ‘"this is license, not liberty"—
or that it "incites to riot," or "corrupts public morals."
We havea provision of the Federal Constitution, as well as

a great body of laws, calculated to protect the right of free
speech in this country. Yet these are violated by the authori—
ties daily, both the police and the Federal Post—Office.

.

It is
only an instance of the contempt for law whichis constantly
shown by the strong toward the weak in America, and which
must inevitably breed lawlessness in the people.

I am thinking now of the latest outrages—the arrest of
Hippolyte Havel and Theodore Appel in Chicago, charged
with "being Anarchists";. the Italian paper Era‘ Neuve, of
Paterson, N. J., has been suppressed without any reason
given;

—

Golos

—

Truda, the. Russian—American

—

weekly, has
been held up by the Post Office because—well, just because;
pacifists and. anti—militarists like Jaeger, Kerr, Shiloh, and
Miss Emma Hopkins have beenthrown into jail. Moreover,
there is the indictment of the editors of Pearson‘s Magazine,
under the so—called "obscenity" statute, by John S. Sumner
of the Society for the Prevention of Vice—the only private
organization in the world endowed with public powers of
censorship!
Now these stupid and oppressive people must learn that

"free speech" must be free—even if unpleasant, They must
learn, if they do not want to be taught by bloody rebellion, that
the thought and feeling of mankind will andshall be expressed.

JouReen,
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Are Fun

AC a month after the European War

broke out, I met William English Walling
in the Brevoort Café. Said Walling "Why

don‘t you draw a cartoon that will some, way
picture the righteous indignation of England."
It seemed funny to Walling that a navy—mad
nation like England should wave the flaming
sword of wrath and make a boast that it was

her dutyto save the world from the army—mad

militarists of Germany. This was as I re—

member the trend of his talk which resulted

in a cartoon whichI made for Ti: Masses

Many times have I heard Charles Edward

Russell say publicly And privately, with. that
customary assurance of having been up on a

high place where he took a look all overthe

world, that "there is only: one enemy—the

capitalist system." "Don‘t be ledastray, one

enemy only, the Capitalist System."

Honestly, I thought these estimable men—

professed. internationalists—much. traveled —
much enlightened—watchers of world—events—

And T

the
knew ‘what they were talking: about
still think they

knew.

were. then wiser than

But something happened.
Maybe A6 was sthe pletires An (the magazines of Emperor

William riding up Broadway—maybe it wasthe big headlines—

maybeit was their emotional complex (whatever that is)—but
the war had not been in progress six months when Russell
gofldn‘t go. to sleep at night without looking under the bed. to
ste if the enemy, Kaiser Wilhelm, was there. Walling, too,
joined the cause of "Righteous wrath" to crush Germany
Other Socialists followed, and the line—up of good men now
readyto go to the front with Roosevelt, Root, Charlie Schwab,
Lyman Abbott and others, includes such goodhonest fellows as
Stokes, Ghent, Sinclair, Leroy Scott and "Lucian Saint."

Charlie Looking for the Enemy

amentals Jokes ?
Arthur Young

Soldiers of the Common Good

All

much worse than other capitalist countries that the laboring

Socialists must join with the capitalists to defeat

for righteous wrath.. Say, is one capitalist country so

classes and

that one?

A fewyears ago this ruthless Kaiser was referred to by an

enthusiastic writer in a popular American magazine as having
the qualities of a successful business man. Noweverybodyspits

fifteen years ago the popular target was

They couldn‘t get Rockefeller. There

They will get

hate at him, just
D. Rockefeller

were too manylike him, differing only in degree.
John

the Kaiser, and nothinking man will object

All governments are rotten in so far as they deny democ—
racy. As for Germany, already the trend among nations is to

pattern after her effciency, her government ownership, sickness
insurance, pension system, socialized land laws and other. re—

And this is exactly what Walling in his books has
as the logical progr

forms
predicted toward Socialism
Our own government, of necessity, will now slowly adopt

reforms;these but the shock to thinking, hopeful people in
this land of liberty is the mad rush to graft on—this country

Germany‘s too horrible anachronisms, militarism and one—man

far this will go no one canpredict, but this we
the pseudo—socialism of this hated German Gov—

ernmentwill be adopted everywhere as the next stage of world

Whether as a sop to retard socialism, as Bisma

s "immediate demands" to accelerate its: growth,

these reforms are coming and it doesn‘t make any difference

power. How

can prophesy :

progress.
hoped, .or 
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whther they are "wrested from" or "handed out" by kings or
capitalists. The world of thought has been closing in on cap—
italism and kings for many years. Both are doomed. Monarchy
first, because the oldest, most useless and decrepit. But the
private ownership of public necessities, the capitalism: behind
the kaiser, the capitalism that rides all governments is the real
menance and the real enemy. And‘yet there are men of brains
in the Socialist movement, who help to delay the destruction
of private ownership, by howling for bigger armies, bigger
mavies, and war against a king who got too chesty.

And. today, in America, the plants of Bethichem, Westing—
house, Dupont, General Electric, make Krupp look like a
shanty, and the cause of Tabor has all this to contend with. I
never expect those who profess Socialism to act consistently,
least of all the "intellectuals" on all matters of detail that are

related to the principles of this science of economics. But I do

like to know that their attachmentto the fundamentals is strong

enough to weather a crisis, But, alas! the winds of a crisis are

too strong for manyof them; they are swept off their feet and

the fundamentals that they advocated become a joke. To justify

themselves forgoing to bed with the magnates of Wall Street,

the munition makers and the statesmen who: eat blood—pudding

for breakfast, these book—fed Socialists predict that the cause

of democracy will advance as a result of this war of capitalists.

State capitalism, or state—Socialism, whichever term you pre—

fer, was coming without war, and most Sociologists predicted
it. The price paid for getting it sooner than expected (if it

comes sooner), has beenthe sacrifice of about 3,000 men daily
for three years, to say nothing of the bereavement, sordid prof—

iteer, crushing taxation, and all that goes with. war»

The Myth of American Fatness
John Reed

E are a rich, fat, lazy, soft people, we Americans.

‘This characterization of us was invented by that prime
exaggerator, Theodore Roosevelt, when he was press—agent—
ing Preparedness, and wanted to explain why the nations of

the world would all invade the United States.

Wall Street tookit up with ‘eagerness, and the Army and

the various manufacturers who make money out of killing

And the poor dub with a family to take care of on

two dollars a day. felt the hair rise on his scalp when he

thought howRich we are, how Fat, how Soft, how Enticing
to the covetous people of the world. It gave him a certain

pride to think of it this way, but he was worried for fear

some European mation might come over here and rob his

boss, and then he‘d Tose his job. When he thought it over, he
felt kind of sick to think that for more than a century. this

nation had beenexposed to undreamed—of perils!
And now, President Wilson suddenly begins to ‘talk about

merica‘s worst: fault, and waste"—as usual
adopting Teddy‘s idea three years late
What, can we say ‘of these men—Hoot, Taft,

Vanderlip—who roll so glibly from their tongues that terrible
Are they ignorant, or do they deliberately mislead

We knowof them that they

people

extravagance

Leonard Wood,

falsehood ?

the people for their own ends?
represent a class forever prating of democracy, and pitilessly
putting democracy and. that now they. cry, "Wealth!

Wealth!" when the mass of the people have less than ever.

down;

Professor King, of the Universityof Wisconsin, has already
reported from unimpeachable statistics that of the people

of the United States own 65% of the country‘s total wealth;
Tire Massrs has called attention to this. But the figures used

are those of 1914—15 and. before. Tod:

The country has grown immensely richer, it is true;

however, has not gone into the pockets of the workers, but to
swell the. already enormous: fortunes of the few masters: of

The country is fabulously: wealthier, but the people

the 2% own more.
this money,

America.

are poorer.

«$875 a ton in January,

There is no doubt about this whatever. The figures are all

in black and white in such sources as Dun and the

New York Times Annalist.. But every householder who has to

pay his food—bills on the first of the month knows that, no
matter how his salary has increased, he has less than he had.

down

» As for the legions of the poor, the pinch is becoming terrible.

Let‘s look over some of these figures
Since the war began wages have gone us as never before. Yet *

the Aprit "Review" of: the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics shows that, even in the well—paid field of organized
labor, wages have risen on an average of only 9% from 1912
to 1916 inclu 1917 are not yet available; but
granting that in one year they doubled that (a wildly extrava—
gant estimate), we should have a rise of 18% from 1912 to 1917.
Yet according to Dun, important food products and necessities

and. the
Annalist shows that the food budget of the average American
family has increased 74% in the last fz ‘The Old <
Dutch Market, Inc, of Washington, D. C., which operates a
large string of meat and grocery stores, has published a com—
parison of prices in April tor4 and April 1917, of sixty table
necessities; the average increase in price is 85.32%!
The of the United States Bureau of Labor Statis—

ties tells the same story.

figures. for

have risen from 46% to 103%in the last three years;

years.

"Review"

In the four years from February 15,
tor3 to February 15, 1917, flour increased in price 69%, caus
61%, andpotatoes 224%! A sixteen—ounce loaf of bread in Feb—
rary, 1914, cost $055; at this writing, end of May, 1917, it costs
$12; As to coal, the "Black Diamond Magazine" and the "Coal
Trade Journal" showthat the average retail price of anthracite
range coal in New York was $5.00 a ton in January, 1913, and

1917; and now, at the end of May, it still
costs over $7 a ton!
After the food riots in New York Miss Helen M. Todd was

appointed to make an investigation of the effect on school chil—
dren of the high cost of food.

.

She finds that scholarship has
been materially Jowered through. maluutrition.

_

And on the 
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lower East Side today people are reduced to eating offal—or

slowly starving. :

Believe us, cighty per cent of the American people are

neither fat nor overfed; and the average man who supports his

family on an average wage is not lazy, either. %

Vet the Myth of American Fatuess must have some basis

in fact.

|

It has—among the 2%.

Look at this table of pre—war and later profits:

ams
sos0,040
s185,006
c.oma07
s122,108
a.ss.010
1,005,080

10s
senaste
10,700,420
20,100,000
18,508,008
18,400,001
18,223,000
sass18
so,07.008
12,200,820
16,s08,875
an,rinere
mass

anorace
r4,rdo.168
20,405,000
13,800,801
am,s0,r80
anos
s;s08,104
savo10s
a.s0e.280

American Smelting and Refining.
American Locomotive. Co.—

s

«=>
Armour & Co. .
Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
Central Leather Co.2.0.——4
Crucible: Steel Co #8
fuban—American. Sugar Co.
E. 1. duPont deNemours Powder C
General Chemical Co.
Hercules Powder Co
International Nickel.
Lackawanna Stech Co—
Phelps Dodge Corporation..
Republic Iron & Steel Co——..
Swift & Company &
Teras: (Oi Co.cc
U. S. Stet Corporation.
United Fruit Co.... ..>. N
C. S. Smelting, Refing and Mining C
Westinghouse Air Brake Co——
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co

ag00,08
nomare
5,000.180

8,101,300
©,250,000

s a01,000

Comparing the earnings of twenty—four of the principal com—

panies listed in ror4 and in 1916, we find in these two years
an increase of ‘500% in profits! §

A table showing the comparative earnings and stock values of

two of the largest corporations, Bethichem Steel and. United

States Steel, shows even more plainly where the wealth of the

country has gone.

United States Steel Corporation

Net Earnings, 1014...
Net arnings, 1916.

Increase Co.cuonicn cons ... seisosn002
Average market value of

—Outstanding stock in 1014
—Outstanding stock in 1916.

+. soan,c45,a82
senas17s

gamle sere,08,000Increase —

Bethichem Steel. Corpor

$5,500,000
48,503,008

Net Earnings, 1014.
Net Earnings, 1916.

Increase . Al sasconor
Averaze market value of

—Oustanding stock in 2014
— Outstanding stock in 1916

sat,sse,000
100,028,180

Beseest Melon ne weune e soren s $99,809,000

Also the railroads—which are now asking for a 15%increase

in freight rates—have not failed to improve each shining hour

In 1913 the net operating revenue averaged approximately from

$275 per mile in January to $300 per mile in December. In 1016,
it ran from $337 per mile in January to $550 in October! The

net revenue for railroads earning over a million: dollars an—
nually for the six months ending January , 1917, was practically
©$700,000,000 which is the largest profit ever made by American
railroads!

From 1914 to 1915 the number of persons who reported re—
ceiving a net taxable income of $1,000,000 or more per year in—
creased from sixty to one hundred and twenty; those receiving
$500,000 to $1,000,000 from one hundred and fourteen to two
hundred and nine; those getting $100,000 or more almost doubled,
but belowthat sumthe increase was negligible.
We agree with Messrs? Root, Vanderlip and Wood that the

fat should be sweated, that the lazyshould be forced to work.

We even go so far as to venture an opinion that if those who

could afford it should be forced to pay for this war, there would

soon be peace. Meanwhile it is perfectly useless, we suppose,
to remind these gentlemen that there is a limit to human endur—

ance, even among a people as long—suffering as Americans.
Recently our anarchistic contemporary, the Wall Street Journal,

gave vent to the following sentiments:

"We are now at war, and militant pacifists are earnestly re—

minded that there is no shortage of hemp or lamp—posts."
In reply, let us quote these few lines from William Vaughn

Moody‘s "Ode in Time of Hesitation," written at the time our
country was prosecuting another unjust war:

"But surely, very surely, slow or soon
That insult deep we deeply will requite.

The cup of trembling shall be drained quite,
Eaten the sour bread of astonishment,

With ashes of the hearth shall be made white
Our hair, and wailing shall be in the tent;
Then on your guiltier head
Shall our intolerable self—disdain
Wreak suddenly its anger and its pain;

0 ye who lead,
Take heed!
Blindness we may forgive, but baseness we will smite!"

DARK EVES

ARK eyes
You stir my soul

Incffably.
You scatter
All my peace.

Dark eyes,
What shall I do?

Your mouth smiles

Persistently,

But says never
Anything;

Do you think then
THfat I love you?

Louise Brvant. 
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—Self—Denial Among the Upper
Classes

ME other day President Wilson told the Committee on

Labor in Washington that America must "steel itself to

the terrible pressure of suffering and pain of war.""
In patriotic response appears an organization of wealthy

and socially distinguished New. York them

selves modestly "The First Fifty"; whose object it is to set
an example of thrift and economy to the wildly extravagant
‘population

ladies, calling

Luncheons are to be cut to three or four courses; dinners

to five or six, Those with twenty automobiles are to give
up all but five or ten (depending upon the size of the family);
those with five will keep only threes Instead 6f keeping four
houses open all the time, most families will keep onlya town
house and a country house in commission, and rent the others
People with five butlers will cut down to three, and so on
It is a worthy program, and will doubtlesslybe imitated. on
the lower East Side. ¢
But what is this? Upon: the same page of. my morning

paper whichdescribes this Taudable movement, T find an edi—
torial whichreads in part as follows:

"Weview with alarmthe tendency toward hysterical econ—
omizing among the well—to—do. To provide the sinews of war
we must have good business. Spend your moneyfreely. The
man. who hoards at atime likethis is the quintessence of a
slacker."

What shall we do? Possibly we made a mistake. While

thinking it over, let‘s order up a bottle of champagne—J. R

A Note on the American Flag

F ROM The Sun:

"Washington, April 16—The first alleged ‘war sper—
ulation‘ was brought ofcially to the front to—day when
the Senate ordered an investigation by the Federal
Trade Commission of charges that prices on American
flags have jumped 100 to 300 per cent. since America
got into the war."

About half of all the American flags flown in this country
are made in Japan and China, andalmost all the rest by unor—
ganized and sweated labor—thie only labor that can compete
with Orientals

The Ladies‘ Auxiliary

VER since, during the Preparedness parade a year ago,
that great banner floated over Fifth avenue and Thir—

street "Anti—Suffrage, and. Pr
paredness,"the women of the war—shouters have been doi
their bit

Dressed. in

teenth inscribed Patriotism

expensive uniforms that show off their {abby
charms more conspicuously, drilling in ranks wreathed with
exotic perfumes and vocal with the swish of silk petticoats,
etc, learning to kill men—orat least subdue them to nefa
ous purposes—with rifles, the Ladies Auxiliary of Militarism
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has beeneverwith us, in all the panoplyof excited femininity.
Their

—

latest activity has been recruiting. Some went
around the city in automobiles, making speeches.

.

Others
stood on street—corners, pinning yellow buttons and white
feathers on young men. An evening newspaper, enrolled hun—
dreds of female agents, who went around urging young men to
enlist; the reward was a little button, with the inscription,
"I Got Five To Fight."

But the most characteristic manifestation of the Ladies‘
Auxiliary was as follows: Beautifully gowned and bejewelled
dames caught passing young men by the arm, the sleeve, the
lapel, in the open street, and personally urged themto enlist
I have beentold by some of these ladies that this is the most
enjoyable form of recruiting.
At the Night Coutt, however, a rather poorly—dressed. gil,

accusedof speaking to menon the street, replied that she had
been persuading men to enlist.

"I don‘t believe you," said the Magistrate.
not in the Social Register. Thirty days."

We Wonder

OME of our friends tell us it isn‘t good taste to criticise
our esteemed contemporary, the New Republic, in the way

we do. The charge of bad taste pains us deeply, but it seems to
us that it hardly relevant.

.

The
a political institution, comparable in its way

to the Progressive Party.

.

We all knowwith what forward—look—
ing deals the Progressive Party was formed, andhow it fell into
the hands of Roosevelt and other plausible reactionaries,

.

The
significance of its betrayal and debacle is now known to every—
one, thanks to the journalistic custom which makes it perfectly
goodtaste to criticise a political par

"Your name is

NewRepublic is not so
much a magazine a

If anyone falls under its
influence nowit is a symptom of his own weaknesses, and not
anybody else‘s fault. The folly and failure in which Progressivist
idealismbecomes mired and stuck are plain for all to see. Not
so plain, perhaps, are the ironic follies and failures into which
the New Republican, idealism

is

being led. We sincerely hope
that our innate courtesywill not prevent us from making some
of them rather clearer before we get through.

The New Republic came into existence at a time when there
was a peculiar and tremendous needof analytic and constructive
thinking in regard to social and political institutions.

.

Clearly,
it intended to do its best to fulfil this need for America—not,
tobe sure, in such a way as to alarm anybody. In the politest
and subtlest manner possible it was going ahead to revalue all
our national andinternational values.

.

And for a time it seemed
as though this compromise, this soft disguise of the raw terrors
of free thought, was all that would berequired of it. But the
war, which by opening a new era to the speculative inquiry and
expert manipulationof this group of bold though graceful in—
tellects, had given them an. unexampled opportunity, presently
brought them face to face with the necessity of making a prac—
tical decision which would in itself curtail that opportunity.

.

It
was nothing less than a decision about war itself
The NewRepublic was by the nature of its intellectual osten— 
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tions pledged—among its other obligations to the era just dawn—

ing upon the world—to assist in the discovery and installation

of efficient political and social means of preventing war be—
tween nations. A crude kind of consistency might have seemed

to require that it should not give its support to the popular
theory that the way to promote peace was to continue the pres—

ent war indefinitely. Yet, as it happened, the only way to gain

a hearing for the new doctrine of Peace was to acquiesce in

some measure in the old doctrine of War. ‘The New Republic

did not actually intend at first to accept War as a substitute for

Peace. It began with what seemed a merely. realistic deter
minationto accept this war as an existing: fact, not to be un—

duly cavilled about. It continued by hoping, less and less skep—
tically, for it to bring forth good fruits—though it was consid—

erably surprisedand not a little alarmed when it brought forth

the Russian Revolution. But long before this latter incident,

the conversion of the A Republic to Warhad beenfor prac—

tical purposes complete. It had taken War to its bosom, and

its own doubtful past as an ambiguously pacifist journal was

forgotten. Vanished were the days whenit had seemed to our

substantial citizens a kind of Yellow Book of Ideas, or, as a

famous ex—President is said to have called it, "a pornographic

version of the Nation:" more like: a. scholarly

version of Mr. Hudson Maxims photo—play, "The Battle Cry

It. was. now

of (Peace."

‘That this compromise was so complete, being more, nearly,
perhaps, a surrender, was due entirely to the logic of events

If the New Republic had appeared to be too coolly aloof from
the popular pro—Ally enthusiasm, it would have lost its oppor—

tunity to utter the counsels of moderation—or at least its chance

of being heard. Its belief that the Germans are, in spite of
everything, a civilized people who must eventually be readmitted
into the amity of nations, would have been generally dismissed
as stuff bought with the Kaiser‘s gold—an accusation. which
an. ambitious political periodical could hardly be expected to
bring upon itself. By joining the procession, it could make it—
self a power for good.
to continue to be skeptical of the benefits of a war upon which

Aminble

It was, moreover, not in human nature

its approval had been, however reluctantly, bestowed

associations improve. bad
by the New Republic could mot but turn out to be a better war

than anybody had hoped. Thus the entente cordiale between
War and the New Republic was established, and their relations

improved. to such an extent that when the ass of the

New Republic was asked in a little matter like pushing the

United States into the shambles, it was given freely and heartily.

But, nevertheless, the New Republic—characteristically enough
«finds itself unwilling to surrender the field of intellectual. en—

terprise which it had originally Staked out for itself. It re—
members uneasily that it had intended to help bring a lasting

peace to a war—weary world. It does not yet realize how
thoroughly it has committed itself to the program of militarism.

Having assisted in inflicting conscription on an unwilling nation,
it proceeds to suggest with the most virtuous air in the world

that it is really not right to conscript men who consciously object

to war; and doubtless it congratulates itself upon being able

to speak up for the poor conscientious objector with a voice that

manners, and. a war.. patronized

stance
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is heard in the Union League Club and the White House.

We have some doubts of the effectiveness of such mild and

courteous protestations in behalf of liberty. Perhaps those who

are engaged in destroying our liberties are not after all the
best ones to defend them. But to this dual personality of the

New Republic we do owe a certain debt. Unconscious as it

still is of the nature of its relations to militarism, the New

Republic occasionally behaves as no ordinary militarist publica—
tion would dare to do. It occasionally gives away the whole
show.

It did this notably in the days before the war when it inno—

cently pointed out, and succeeded in making very clear, the fact
that our alleged neutrality was no neatrality at all—that we were
deliberately doing. everything. we. could. to defeat Germany!
Everybody knew it, but‘it wasn‘t being admitted by the pro—

Ally partisans ‘Just then.

A second admission, to the effect that this war was not wanted

by the people of the United States, but was put. over on them
by a small group of intellectuals, was commented on in our
last issue. For the second time the New Republic had said things

that good militarists shouldn‘t say.

And now the New Republic has "spilled the beans" again.

In its issue of May 12th, it admits that under the same circum—

stances as now exist, not only would Germany, however thor—
oughly punished for it in this war, use the submarine again as
she is using it now, but—

"so would any nation, including: the United States,
which was being blockaded by a superior fleet and
was in danger of being crushed as a result of the
blockade," . (Italics ours.)

The: upshot of the article is a plea for an international ar—

rangement which would establish the "freedom. of the seas,"

and incidentally draw the sting from British navalism; an ar—
rangement, indeed, which would protect the world. from the
menace of Germany and of their submarines by simply giving

Germanyand others no excuse for using them—which is an odd

enough ending foran editorial based on the premise that Amer—

ican participation in the war is a contribution to the cause of

Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde are getting rather mixed
up. They actuallytread on one another‘s toes.
we understand, is called in some quarters "constructive idealism."
We quote from a book written by one of the editors of the
ew Republic: "The mind of Europe collapsed. The appeal

to arms the result of that criminal recklessness which de—
cides to hack its waythrough when no other solution presents
itself to the mind." Having written that, the author. helped
dragoon. the United States into the process so eloquently: de—
scribed. Some minds are like that

democracy.
This melange,

Being pacifist and militarist both at once involves difficulties,
however, We wonder, for instance, whether the editors of the
New Republic are as militarists, going to enlist for the trenches,
or, as pacifists, going to stay at home and try to work out the
problem of peace.. Or will they take the ground that in
helping to spread the snare of conscription for the feet of others
they have already done their bit and should be allowed to walk
free? We wonder, F. D. 
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The American Commonwealth

AEILNEPLAY depicting in romantic colors the career of Mar—
garet Sanger as a propagandist of birth—control has been

forbidden bythe department of licenses. One of those interested
in its production,. we are informed, protested to Commissioner of
Licenses Bell, saying, "Heaven knows we‘ve made it respectable
enough to suit anybody." To which Commissioner Bell replied:
"I am quite satisfied with the report of my: committee." Said

ing of a priest and two policemen (ten guesses
"Moreover,"

committee consi

allowed as to the religion of the two policemen) !

said Commissioner Bell, "I don‘t think birth—control propaganda

ought to be permitted at a time like this." ‘Does Commissioner

Bell think this war is going to last 19 years?

O
giving practical information on birth control.

\ the other hand, Margaret Sanger is distributing by the
hundred: thousand, in various languages, her pamphlet

One of these

mailed in an envelope with her name and address on the back,

was sent to the Solicitor—General of Georgia, The South is not

reactionary, as we have learned in the recent militarycrisis, about

some things, but birth—control is not one of them. ‘The Solicitor—
General forwarded an outraged complaint to Washington. And

soonafterward a worried investigatorarrived on the Sanger

premises. .."Mrs

great many complaints of you."
"Dear, dear said Mrs. Sanger: "Can that be possible!"

"Yes," said the investigator truthfully, opening the portfolio.

"Forty—seven. Look at them."
"Dear, dear!" said Mrs. Sanger, "Aren‘t people queer"
Failing to impress her with the seriousness of her offense, he

visitedthe district attorney‘s office.

office had used up a. lot of valuable time trying to get Mrs

Sangerto obey the law, without any success whatever. So that

complaints on the subject were not popular in that office, The

investigator went back to Mrs. Sanger, saying that he had been
told to "get to h—I out of there."

"Dear, dear !" said Mrs. Sanger sympathetically.

This shows that if youdisobey the Taw Tong enough and con—

sistently enough, your disobedience becomes a sort of vested
interest. ‘This more true of street—car companies than of mere

friends of human liberty, however.

We publish these notes for the benefit of some future Bryce,

and we hope and trust that his description of the institutions of

our American commonwealth will be more amusing as well as

more veridical than his predecessor‘s

Sanger," he said sadly, "we have received a

io

Now, the district attorney‘s

PEAKING of veridicity, John S. Summer told us, when he
confiscated a lot of copies of Ti: Masses last summer, that

he would return themif and whenhis case against our business

manager (in re the sale of Forel‘s "The Sexual Crisis") fell

through.. ‘The case was dismissed bythe grand jury, but Sumner
has refused to return the magazines, This looks to us like theft,

but for some reason we weren‘t allowed to swear out a warrant
and, recover the goods, So Porel‘s publishers, who suffered

similar depredations, have brought suit for us both

0" of Sumner‘s exploits was an attempt to stop Mary Shaw‘s

performance of "Mrs. Warren‘s Profession." Of course,

the right to produce that play had been settled in the courts long
ago, but little did that matter to Sumner—or to Commissioner

Bell either, who merrily joined hands with him in these Black

Eand proceedings against Art. The theatre was blackmailed—

if we may use the term in a slightly metaphorical. sense—with
the threat that its license would be revokedif the play was given.

Nevertheless, it was given, At the last moment permission: was

«tudgingly. telephoned—presumably because Mary Shaw
going to give the play whether or no.
There is a moral in this, too, but we aren‘t sure whether it is

"Be bold_ be bold, be everlastingly bold," or "Be Mary Shaw."

was

U. S. MEDICAL CORPS

Doctor‘s Office

Drawn by Dorothy Puller.

GOOD NEWS

"Thank God, I‘ve got heart disease—the doctor says I

may didp deed any munine 



 

 
 

Drawn by Jeanne Stevens. 1a Pri st child is as a
a worm ;, when the black for and
the cold, winter reach her; then may the mother sell
her. child 



Billy Sunday in Heaven
Charles Erskine Scott Wood

(GOis on the Second Celestial Terrace, meditating.
Gon: Gabriel.

Gamust: Lord?
Gop:

—

Request tifose angels to practice further away.

.

This
is frightful. Where are they from?
Gamut: The Earth.
Gon: Which earth? Ah yes, I remember. Theyalwaysask

for harps. Heaven! What possesses them with the idea that
every soul on earth is a harp—player? Couldnt you get some
of them to playthe horn? Go tell them to move away.
Gamust: Yes, Lord.
(Enter the Arch—angel Michael.)
Gon: Well, Michael?
Miciazt: Billy Sunday wants to see you. @
Gon: Who?
Mrciazt:~ Billy Sunday.
Gon: Billy Sunday: You mein Holy Sunday, that Christian

ruin of a Pagan—day?
Miciazt: Ob, no; he‘s not a Christian,

ber that epileptic soul from the earth we fumigated and. sent
to the idiots‘ heaven?

Gon; No, not idiots‘. Medicine men‘s.. That poor little yul—
gar thing. Yes, I remember. What does he want?
Mrcitast: T don‘t know. He won‘t tell. He says he has a

great scheme, but he onlydeals with bosses.. He did on earth
and he will here. 6

Gon: Let him come up. I suppose that‘s one of the penal—

ties for being God. I have to listen to every fool in the tii—

Don‘t you remem—

verse.
(Michael nods to one of the guards, who goes out:)

Is he any better? He had fits when he arrived

Micra: He is about the same, but the medicine men are

nearly dead. He says he had them buffaloed; backed off the

map.
Gon:

Micitait:

Here he comes
(Enter the Soul of Sunday

and. God.)
Buty Sunpay: Hello, Mike. Howdy, Partner

got a jim—dandy scheme. If you‘ll come up with the dough
Til wake this old morgue and put it on the map. Make it pay
too. I can pack heaven so tight the fleas will squeal, and all

I want is the gate—receipts for the last performance,
Gop: Did you want to speak to me: about somethin

Bury Sorpay: Don‘t you hear me shouting?

to bring this old played—out heaven of yours right up to date.
I‘ve done it for lots of bigger places, Brooklyn, Boston; Port—

Jand, Oregon.. Ill make it a regular Coney Island. The crowds
will bust the walls.—Jokes, weeps, vaudeville stunts, shoot the

chutes and mobs you can‘t get through without tearing your

wings off. T cando it. T done it on earth and T can do it here. >

What does that mean?
I don‘t know.. He talks a language of his own

He nods familiarly to Michael

Say, I‘ve

Sure. I want

Say, I‘ve converted all those black and yellow medicine men

down below. _I out—howled them, out—drummed them and out—

frothed them. ‘They are regular Christians now: Howl, weep,

shout, froth at the mouth for keeps. Say, you oughter see me

ead ‘em. Except for color and clothes—no clothes, I mean—

you couldn‘t tell ‘em from real Christians. Say, you ought to

hear those" Africans come in on the home—stretch with:

"I‘m a lubber, libber, libber of de Lawd

I‘ma lubber, lubber, libber. of de Lawd. )

Tesus is my brudder; Mary is his mudder,

Baptized in de blood of de lamb."

All the tom—toms beating; the gourds and pebbles rattling.

.

It‘s

great.

—

Say, those tom—toms gave me a great idea. They work

a crowd up to beat the band. Better than my chorus—yellers.

‘They get the congregation looney all right and all ready. for

the Holy Ghost in great shape. O, I kin work it. Watch me.

I used to tise flags, singers and. exhorters, ‘and it cost good

money; but, believe me, the old original Tommy—tom for a
nickel has got ‘em all beat a mile. Say, no. weak—minded, hys—

terical persons can hold out against that steady. old thump,

thump, and pretty soon, when the brain reels, with a yell or a

sob they come to Jesus. Say, we call them old Nigger Medi—

cine Mensavages. Take my palaver for it, in true religion they

can give us cards and spades.

.

They. are gospel sharps all

right, all right, and T ought to know.

—

Say, did you ever hear
that nigger camp—meeting song about me?

Gon: I don‘t think that reached here; or maybe I was

listening to some other part of the universe.

Buay Sonpav: It‘s great. Goes like this:

Billy Sunday has come to town,
0, myLord?

A—kicking up and a—kicking down,
0, my Lord!

He tear his hair and he tear his clothes,

He lead the Devil ‘round by the nose,
There‘s brimstone smell wherever he goes,

Sunday, Monday, Saturday, Sunday,
0, my Lord?

He save the blackest souls in a heap,
0, my Lord!
A dollar apiece and that‘s dirt cheap,
0, my Lord!
He stand on his toe and he stand on his head,
His tongue hang out till he almost dead,
"Whoop," "Hell—fire," "Glory?"is what he said,
Sunday, Monday, Saturday, Sunday,
.O, my Lord?

Billy knows the Lord like he made him most,

0, my Lord! 
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Says he, "Old Pal, how‘s the Hoty Ghost?"

0, my Lord!
And he call to the Lord in a mighty shout,
"God, spit on your hands and help me out;

We will drag this sinner out by the snout,"

Sunday, Monday, Saturday, Sunday,
0, my Lord!

Say, ain‘t that great stuff?

Gon: I don‘t sayanything.
are you talking about?

Bury Suxpay: Just this. I propose to convert Heaven to
Christianity. Have a redhot, old—fashioned Revival meeting.

Run out of town all your publicans and sinners, wine—bibblers and

scarlet females. No noise. No loud laughter; no singing; no

drinking; as quict and clean as the cemetery at Gary.

Gon: —Whatis Gary?

Bucy Sumpay: The Steel Trust town, They are friends of

mine. Them and the Rockefellers. John Jr. was going to syn—
dicate with me. i
Gop: —What is that?

Buty: Sumpay: Get salvation on to a business basis and

Well, what do you say?
I haven‘t had a chance. What

keep the discontented. workmen quict. That was a great stint
of mine.. Say, T‘ll tell you. T‘ll convert this whole place, in—
cluding Peter. Run out Mary Magdalen, Bob Ingersoll, Voltaire
and: them. infidels that yapp about freedom—and do it all
for: the last night‘s receipts; that‘s all I want, but I want to
make sure they‘re big. I want to have a talk with Morgan,
Harriman, Charley Schwab, the two Johns and get a line on
the last night‘s checks before I start.
Gon: ‘The persons yon name are not hefé.
Bury Sunpay: Not here? O, that settles it.

get out of here?
Gon: Simply wall out. Nobodyis holding you.
Buty Suxoay: Where shall—I go?
Gon: Go to Hell
Bury Sumpay: But I thought Hell was abolished?
Gop: It was till you. came. We. will revive it right now.
Bury Sumpax: That‘s good. ‘Hell was my strong suit. I

couldn‘t do a thing without Hell:
Gon: Michaely take him awa
Micitazt: Where?
Gon: Wherever he is, there will be Hell.

very tired.

How can I

Anywhere. I am

Free Speech in Time of War

By Attorney Harry Weinberger. of the New York Bar

::. No. 1: The police and other local authorities

are forbidding street speaking and even meetings in halls
on the grounds that discussions of the warconstitute "treason—

able utterances." What are "Ireasonable utterances"?
Answer: There are no utterances which are treasonable in

themselves.. Mere expression of opinion, even when indicative

of sympathywith the public enemy and sufficiently strong to
justify public indignation and the suspicion that the speaker is

at heart a traitor, are not sufficient under the Constitution and

Laws of the United States to warrant a conviction of treason

In te Charge to Grand Jury, go Fed. Cases, No. 18272. The
crime of treasonis not completed until there is an overt act.

Even a conspiracy to overthrow the government or an intention
to—commit treason, or treasonable words, whether oral, written

or printed, have been repeatedly held not to constitute "trea—

son." U. S. v. Burr, 25 Fed: Case, No. 14, 602 U. S. v. Pryor,
27 Fed. Case, No. 16,006.

Question No. 2: What are "seditious utterances"?

Answer: There is no such thing as a "seditious utterance"

under the law. ‘The Alien and Sedition laws passed in 1798

expired after two years. ‘They were so intensely unpopular that

they caused the death of the Federalist party. The present spy
bill had, in its original draft, a clause giving the postmaster

general the right to bar from the mails anything of a "treason—

able, anarchistic or seditious character." Fortunately the house

dropped out the word "seditious."

Myadvice to all speakers is that when they speak they ad—

vocate a change in the laws or the repeal of a law. All meet—
ings to discuss conscription, for example, and all literature

issued on: that subject should state plainly. that it is held or

issued for the purpose of petitioning Congress to repeal that

law. Such statements, speeches and literature are absolutely

privileged and can not legally be suppressed.
Question No. 3: What legal authority have the police over

public meetings?
Answer: The police have no right to enter without a warrant,

meetings held on private property, or to break up public meet—
ings, whether held in private or in public places; they have no
right to stop street meetings, or to prevent a man from speak»
ing before he says anything on which to make a charge. Some
cities have regulations providing that people who desire to hold

public meetings on the street shall secure permits. These should

be complied with, but the police have no legal right to refuse
the permits. Neither have the police any right to stop the dis—

tribution of literature on either the streets or in meetings

Some cities have regulations forbidding the littering of the
streets. Tf the person distributing the literature hands it to

another who throws it on the street, the latter is the offender

and. not the person distributing. See People v. Samuel W.

Simpson, Court of General Sessions, Y., Judge Joseph F.
Mulqueen, Jan. 5th, 1915; City of Philadelphia v. Brabender,
st Atl, 374; People v. Armstrong, 73 Mich., 288. 
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Judge William J. Gaynor, of the New York Supreme Court,
said in Murphyv. Snitzpan, 15 Misc. (N. Y.), 500:

"The police have no right to forcibly interfere with citi—
zens except to arrest them for crime. The contrary has
become all too common. ‘The like is not permitted in any
free government in the world, except in some of the large
cities of this country, and it will not be tolerated there
much longer. A citizen has as much right to arrest even
a policeman committing a crimirial offense as a policeman
has to arrest a citizen. To be plain about it, as the citizens
do not want to be doing police duty, they hire policemen
for that purpose, but do not thereby make them masters
nor give them any more right to interfere withindividuals
than theyhave themselves."

Judge Samuel Seabury, Judge of the Court of Appeals of
w York, said in Fairmont Athletic Club v. Bingham, 6r Misc.

(N. Y.), 419:
"The duty of police officers, like all otherpublic servants,

is fixed and defined by law, and when they act contrary to
this duty they become wrongdoers and violators of law. It
is anessential characteristic of free governmentthat every
official is himself subject to the lawandthat none is above
it . .. Police officers have no right to enter without a
warrant upon private property such as dwellings or. club
houses because theysuspect that misdemeanors are or may
be committed therein It would be diffcult to im—
agine a more odious form of oppressionthanthis so—called
ight to search private premises to ascertain whether. crimes
are being committed. In Huckle v. Money, 2 Wilson,
205,207, Lord Camden declared that ‘to invade a man‘s house
by ‘virtue of a nameless warrant in order to procure evi—
dence is worse than the Spanish inquisition; a law under
which no Englishman would wish to live an hour; it was a
most daring public attack made uponthe libertyof the sub
ject. As thereis no such law(allowing officers to enter pri—
vate places) and none has been or can be cited, then, as
Lord Camden said, ‘the silence of the books is an authority
against the defendant‘ At common law the king had no
right to enter without warrant the house of his humblest
subject on the mere suspicion that the subject had com
mitted or was about to commit a crime. The Governor of
this State in whom the chief executive power‘of the people
is vested by the Constitution has no such right. It seems,
however, that in the opinion of these defendants [police
officers} the limitations which restrain the actions of kings
and governors are but ropes of sandto a New York police—
man, ‘They scem to imagine that because they are police
officials they are free from all constitutional restraints and

berarzment. or qustice

Arthur Young,
An: investigation. to ascertain whether an advance, of. 100

per cent in the cost of flags since this country went into war
has been due to price fixing by fag manufacturers or dealers
in violation of the Sherman antitrust, law was, begun by the
Department of Justice: today.—Washington Times, Moy 1

have a commission which entitles them to fove at wi
the private houses, clubs or places of business of citizens.
It cannot be too often reiterated that they have no such
right."

The Russian Peace
T this writing the bourgeois press is alarmed at the pros—

pect of a Russian separate peace with Germany. The
Council of Workingmen‘s and Soldiers" Delegates, whichis

the real revolutionary heart of the new Russia, grows

stronger hourly as the power. of the awakened proletariat

bursts up through the vencer of capitalism smeared thinly over
the face of things. And the Council of Workingmen‘s and
Soldiers‘ Delegates wants peace

Premier Miliukoy sent a message to the Allies assuring

them that Russia would fight until the Allied end. The

Russian people responded with a demand: for Milinkoy
resignation, and the Council of Workingmen‘s and Soldiers‘

Delegates rebuked the Provisional Government by establish—

ing its own Department of Foreign Affairs. Guchkov has

resigned, then Miliukov. It looks as if the Russian Peace
were coming
We make our apologies to the. Russian proletariat for

speaking of this as a "bourgeois revolution.". It was onlythe

"front" we saw, the wished—for consummation of Kapitaltum
The real thing was the long—thwarted rise of the Russian

masses, as now we see withincreasing plainness; andthe pur—

pose of it is the establishment of a newhuman spciety upon

the earth.. For this, it is necessary that Russia have peace

from without; indeed,. every. other consideration, whether
of honoror profit, siiks into insignificance beside it

medieval tyranny that ruled. Russia
The bright frame—

The cumbersome
vanished Tike smoke before the wind.
work of the complicated modern capitalistic tyranny that
rules us all is crumbling from the face of Russia, And from
the leaden sea of dumb and driven conscripts, the rivers of
workers bent with hideous fatigue, the nations of mujiks
mud—colored and voiceless, something is taking. shape—some—

thing grand, and simple, and human.
Dostoievsky‘s "Idiot," where the boy prophesies about the
Russia of the future—Russia with her gyves stricken off,

Do you remember in

Russia ruling the. world. with love?

What will follow the Russian peace?

it, seeing nothing but the German victory, and with it the

To make Germany

We profess to fear

strengthening of German: autocracy.
democratic, it is said, the German nation must be
Kickher into self—government.
That seems fallacious to u Whoever heard of a

civilized people bullied by outsiders into changing it
of government? Even Greece, with Venizelos set up a
ator by the Allied troops, is loyal to her weak king in the

great
form

liber=

face of insults

But what the Hohenzollerns need never fear from an Al—

lied‘ victory, deeply should they dread from the Russian
Peace. To be a hard—driven military. despotism in the shadow
of a great free commonwealth—that is: impossible. With
Russia free, Russia at peace, autocracy disappears: from
Europe Jou Reep. 
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Revolutionary Contagion
K" VOLUTIO®

other country.

justification.
For instance, in America, see whatthe Russian revolution

"has already accomplished.
A crowd of workingmen marched to the American Em

bassy in Petrograd to demonstrate against the convictionof

Thomas Mooney in San Francisco. The Russians knewall

about Mooney and the San Francisco frame—up—though the
But that demonstration: in

ooney

in one country has its effect in every

‘That, by the way, is revolution‘s best

newspapers suppressed. it here.

Petrograd brought Mooney to the front page—ind now
is being freed, and the whole rotten corruptionof San Francisco
justice is showing up.

President Wilson appointed Elihu Root to head the Ameri—
can mission to Russia. But the Russians knew all about
Root, and to the surprise of the American press, accustomed
to refer to Elihu as Our Foremost Statesman, word began

to trickle back from Russia that real democrats there would
considerhis sending an insult. T

And lastly, for ten immortal days the Union League Club
sported the red flag in honor of the Russian revolution!

HE coroner‘s jury found the sentry responsible for the

death of the old man, Louis Feuerstein, and Coroner Fein—

berg hopes that the death will be a warning to the public to obey

the orders of: sentries. without "hesitation.

.

A. less: profound

thinker would have hoped that the power of life and death

might be taken away from imbeciles.

ELEGY

ppHERE is one Spring,
One April of delight;

And all the rest is but remembering
One moon—lit night.

Weave round its spell
An elegy of song,

But never think the white hawthorne can
dwell

With you for long.

It is so. fair
And delicate a thing;

A sudden wind leaves blossoming twigs
all bare

Of covering.

White petals fall
Bewildered, at your feet;

And Spring makes of the whitest flower
of all

A winding sheet. —

Florence K. Mixter

WA BS.

What Every Officer Should

Know

A 2G0% has recently been published, a compilation of mili~
; Capt. R. M. Parker, which fills a long felt

need in text books: it serves as a test for military—mind>

edness.

—

It is intended, according to the publishers, as a
field reference book, and is being used by junior officers in the
regulars,

—

But it

is

especially valuable in that it sets forth the
essentials whichcandidates must have to pass the examinations
for the Officer‘s Reserve Corps. It presents clearly and pre—
cisely the amount—and kind: of knowledge one must acquire in
order to become an officer.

—

By reading through this little book
one may derive some idea of the intelligence and efficiency that
are developed by. military training.

|

Its scientific and military
accuracy is guaranteed by the thoroughness with which the

author defines things which are usually taken for. granted in
lay: cireles. The book has been highly commended. by army
officials. Major General Wood writes: "I wish to express to
you and to Lient. C. C. Grifith myappreciation of the very ex—
cellent work you have done in ‘An Officer‘s Notes. This little
book contains, in limited space and well arranged, a vast amount

tarylectures® I

of most useful information."

The following are stray extracts from the book: %

Reconnaissance Patrols—These are detachments sent out to obtain infor:
mation. f

Patrol Leaders—These are. selected for skill in patrolling, for health,
physical condition, and weneral all round suitability.

Conduct of Patrols—Stealth and. exution. are essential particularly in
small patrols:

Information usually desired—The regulation, formation and strength of
This information is usually ob

which are stationary or remaining in
Ambuseades are. often avoided

the enemy and his various arm
tained by breaking: through treo
hiding and allowing them to march by.
by returning by a different route

Messoges—Messages are written information sent by messenger or wite.
‘Theyshould be brief and clear, resembling telegrams .with the source of
the information given

Transmission of information—Information is transmitted as follows: One,
tho, by vistal signalling; three, by radiotclegraph four, by

messenger. For. considerable distances wire or radio is used. For short
distances messenger, Messages sent by wire will be given to the operator
in writing. When. telephone is tised, parties concerned should. do. the
talking

by wire;

Marches and, contoys=—A march is successful when the. troops arrive
at their destination at the appointed time, without loss of eficiency.

Night morches—These ate made to avoid excessively hot day marches, or
to surprise the enemy, or secure a favorable position. Good. roads and
moontight are desirable.

Stable: management——Horses require. gentle. treatment. Docile but, bold
horses are apt to retaliate upon those who abuse them, while. persistent

reclaims. vi Horses should be fed
three times a day—at reveille, in the middle of the day, and at night.
kindness. often ous. animals

Tepopraphy—Simple military: sketching consists of representing on sdite
able material a portion of the earth‘s surface upon a reduced scale

Few books emphasize more clearly the difference between ordi=

naryintelligence andmilitaryintelligence. By reading this short
work you can tell in an instant whether you are qualified to

enlist. f Can Zienosser

Aw Oricer‘s Notes, by Capt: R. M. Parker,
Hisher. $2.00.

George U. Harvey, Pubs 
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THE OLD—FASHIONED GARDEN

NOU round a long green curve of trees
And there it is. A Paisley shawl

Has not the pattern or the grace
Of this old fashioned place.
Bright groups of budded peonics
Exchange fine secrets. Silken. gowned
Poppies idly sip the sun,
And pansies, prim in little mitts
And bonnets, whisper bits
Of gossip. Through the leafy ground"
A blackbird walks and cocks his head
As though he said: "I‘m favorite here,
"And motorists may not come near."

Florence Ripley Mastin.

On Giving Aid and Comfort to

the Enemy

"F, VERY American pacifist is worth a companyof soldiers
to. Prussia."

This is the ery of our American autocrats who seek to con—

script everything fromlives to opinions in orderto further the
announced schemes of annexationof the autocrats in control of

the: Allied: nations. Any rift in. American: solidarity is sup—
posed to give aid and comfort to the enem

But there is also a pacifist force in Germany, which once

or twice has come close to compelling a German peac
victory. And the which the German

holds against this force is the erythat Germany
her destruction.

holds aga

without

one autocratweapon

enemies seek
The one weapon which the German pacifist

st the autocrat is the knowledge that
lands will not permit her destruction.

liberal forces
If. Germany

knows that she can have a peace without victory she will not
fight another week, If she believes that it is "Victory or An—
nihilation‘" she will fight like a beast to the death. ‘The Allied
"peace terms" of last winter, with the Lioyd—George "knock
out" interview, did more to rally the German people to their
autocrats than all of Hindenburg‘s victories

in  enem

The German autocrat desires nothing so much as the power

to convince the German people of the "Annihilation" bugaboo.

A United America gives aid and comfort to him. He fears

nothing. so much as the knowledge on the part of the German
people that forces across the sea will unite with them in de—

manding : reasonable peace. A liberal America robs him of his

chief weapon

If the German pacifists can knowthat their fight for in

national understanding is not hopeless, they will detach all

liberal Germany from the support of the autocrat

pacifist in. An
soldiers in France.

Every
rica is worth a whole company of Amer

The American pacifist is a howitzershell fired against German
H. K. M.autocracy.

MASSES

Why the Poor Should Be

Patriotic

READ fifteen cents a loaf.

Potatoes one dollar and forty cents a peck.

Coal ten; dollars a ton.

woover says we must pexy ounseives to rien Actims,
Newspaper Headline.

$10,000,000 Patriotic Farmers‘ Fund to be loaned to farmers

at 446 per cent interest.

$200,000,000 Loawzp zo xctaxp wirtour secuty at 3%% rex

A Coeewe
—Newspaper Headline.

Organized Labor pledges its absolute and unconditional loyal—
ty to the United States in case of war.

weiyork roace ananrs injunction camer smukino exoravins.
—Newspaper Headline.

 

To Our Newsstand Readers

and Subscribers —

vcrostn in this issue is a loose. subscription. blank.
here is a strong probability that the peony. stamp

abolished. THE MASSES is
increase in its circularizing expense. Circularization has
been found to be the most effective way of increasing

Masses‘ The required use of the two—cent
stamp—inconsiderable as this might appear at first sight—

will be facing. a large

circulation

may cut off from us this channel

This Much We Know: THE MASSES has got to in—
creaseits sphere of influence.. At a time when the whole

shifting
s is giving. an emotional and. dis—

MASSE
large number of readers in

country is. ef war—mad or "bewildered. by
events, when. the pr
tor focus on the whole situation, TH

got to reach an increasingly

order that the effect of the press may be counteracted.

JWe are asking you, therefore, to put this subscription

blank in your pocket and give it to someone who will
promise to tise it

War disc Whether militaristic or

anti—militaristic, an intelligent disputant is always cager

to knowbothsides of the question.

Nail the next man you argue with

ions are rampant.

Merit. Rocens,

Business Manager.  
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Drawn by Cornelia Bamns.
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BOOKS THAT ARE INTERESTING é
A MONTHLY REVIEW CONDUCTED BY FLOYD DELL

The Book of the Month

© His Family, by Emmest Poole.
Co.]

HIS is a better novel than Ernest Poole‘s first book—"The
Hatbor." The angle of vision is less modern, the theme

less arresting, the subject matter less distingushed, perhaps,
and the whole story less irradiated by high pictorial lights—
but still a better novel. I say it advisedly. It is a. better
novel becatise the mind of a father is less kaleidoscopic, a more
natural. focus
"His Family"

what a novel

Lapham," on
Tale."

In this ultra—individualistic era, when W. L. George ef al,
are assuring us that the break—up of the family is practically

complete, even the title is an anachronism. But Ermest Poole

has a ‘persuasive way. with him. Insidiously, without contro—
versy, he manages to convince the emancipated reader even on

the first page or two that human beings are still being born
into, and are in fact occasionally influenced by

$1.50 net. ..[The Macmillan

for events, than the ever—changing water—front.
links up more snugly too with our tradition of

should be. It is a modern descendent of "Silas

bowing terms: somehow with "The. Old. Wives‘

group which
for lack: of better terminology, style "the. family."

Literature has always delighted to honor the family, and par—
ticularly the mother.

motherhood!

we must,

There are never too many laurels for
But fatherhood has been treated. with rather

scant courtesy. Except foroccasional lapses like the Story of
the Prodigal Son and King Lear, the father has beentreated
as though he were, in the words of an. implacable. trained

"No more: than. seventh—cousin to. the child." The
American father has had an especially sorry time as the dray—
horse of the family—from the days of "Daisy Miller" and M.
Pipp down to the present writing. Aside from paying the bills
he has had no official literary relationto his children‘s scheme
of life.

Ernest Poole interprets this ina

nurse,

ticulate person, humanizes

him, puts him in touch with the next generation.. His par—

ticular father is an old—time New Yorker, a widower who in a

trance—like grief over his wife‘s death has watched the city

«rowing up and his daughters with it, without secing. either
phenomenon, Narrowly averted bankruptcy startles him into a
sense of neglect, and he resolves to know his three children,

to obey his wifes injunction "You will live in our children‘s

lives." The story is that of his affectionate, often clumsy,

sometimes successful efforts to get nearer to his strangely
divergent offspring. And these three young women—how one

is reminded insensibly of the three sisters in W. L. George‘s
novel, "The Second Blooming!" Must sisters come in threes

and must they be divided inevitably into those three types, the

domesticmaternal, the public—spirited and the erotic? And

why does the English novelist focus on the irregular love of

£4 #!] £4 pL £1] 5; aay

the erotic type and the American novelist give us the story

of the philanthropic one as his foreground? Doubtless Mr.

Poole concentrates his art upon this second daughter because

with her arms reaching out to her night school and "the neigh—

borhood," with her aching, manifold motherhood, she is so
American, so representative of the girls pouring out of our

colleges, their spirits keyed to "social service." The interlac—

ing careers of these three young women weave color and the
motifs of modernity into the life of the old house. And we

see it all as the father sees it, as something alien, disturbing

but somchow kindling. His mingled pride and exasperation
over one daughter‘s Carnegie Hall publicity, his hurt bewilder

ment over another‘s gay interpretation of free, love, are so

amazingly "done" to the life. The father is such an old brick,

as he grumbles over the devious ways of two women running

one house, or innocently tries to hurry romance by offering
a suitor cigars too often. For quiet good—humor, take this chess

game with the eldest daughter:

"As he watched her now, her father‘s eyes, deep set and
gray and with signs of long years of suffering in them, dis—
played a grave, whimsical wistfulness. For by the way she
played the game he saw how old she thought him. Her play

was slow and absent—minded, and ‘there came long periods
when she did not make a move, Then she would recall herself

and look up with a little affectionate smile that showed. she

looked upon him as too heavy with his age to have noticed her

small lapses ... He was grimly amused at her attitude, for he

did not feel oldat all""

Read the book—as you will—for many things, but certainly
for its uncanny Americanness. It has a way of putting a

finger on our national strengths and weaknesses. Again and
ain sentimentalities crop up, as often as that cloying epithet

"Dearie" which the houschold uses so lavishly... "Come on

wifey—stick byme/" says the entirelynice son—in—law—a remark
which it must be owned is regrettable even in jest. The be—

friending of crippled Johnnyand a good deal of the daughter‘s

"charity"—these things are honeyed over with the syrup of pa—
ternalism—they are "sweet," but heavens, so like us that we

dare not cavil

What T like best about the bookis the marvelous sense one

has of the sands trickling through the hour—glass. There is

after all so little time to do all the brave and beautiful things

we plan for ourselves, and so often death finds us hurrying
moderns, as Emest Poole says, "like children, just beginning."
And to feel these collective upsets, pleasures and tragedies with

one‘s collective, family pulse, so to speal—this is such a re—

vival as to be an experience. Call it a throw—back, if you will
but it takes a real story to make us feel these things now.

And "His Family" is real—a veritable draught from "The Wine
of the Puritans."

Frawcis Anperson.
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Peace?

An Inquiry Into the Nature of Peace and the Terms of

Its Perpetuation, by Thorstein Veblen. [The Macmillan Co.]

HORSTEIN VEBLEN, the most brilliant and perhaps the
most profound of American scholars, the author of that

masterpiece of analytical satire, "The Theory of the Leisure

Class," has produced a book on the subject of peace which

should result in his Being either appointed to the President‘s
War Council, or put in jail for treason.

Professor Veblen may be compared to that mildest—mannered
pirate that ever made a lady wall the plank: In this book he
bears, indeed, a certain ironic resemblance to that eminent Rus:

sian trouble—maker who was intimate to the councils of both‘ the

secret police and the revolutionaries, and who cheerfully as—

sisted his friends on each side in sending his friends on the.

other side to hell orSiberia as the case might be, In the realm

of: the intellect these duplicitous operations, resulting in a

dreadful slaughter of familiar beliefs on both sides of the fence,

are not ethically reprehensible. They are merely. inconvenient

to the reader, who is accustomed to be told at the outset whither

the argument is tending, so that he may knowwhetherhe ought

to believe it as he goes along. The peril of reading Veblen is

that, whether your beliefs are pacifist or militaris)they. will
have been damaged severely at his hands before you realize

"your danger. My ownideas, T confess, have suffered some in—
juries at his hands; several. of my favorite beliefs are now in

hospital, though T trust the injuries will not be fatal. _I harbor
no resentment, however, and urge all and sundry to the same

perilous. adventure.

As: to Peace: there are, we discover, two. kinds—honorable

peace, and dishonorable peace. Dishonorable peace is seldom,

apparently, desired, which complicates the problem at ‘the out—
set, for the honorable kind is much harder to get. It is, in fact,

almost impossible for both sides to achieve at once. The differ—

ence between an honorable and a dishonorable peace is clear.

It does not reside in any advantage accruing to the population
at large in the matter of prosperity or health, or indeed in any
material advantage whatever, to be found in an honorable as

opposed to a dishonorable peace, The difference is a spiritual

one, and hence all the more important, In an honorable peace,

the national honor is intact, and in a dishonorable peace the

national honor is dimaged—that is the difference. And. what a

difference, especially to the common man!
The national honor, it should be understood, is a joint, un—

divided:spiritual property of the nation. Tt has a peculiar sacred=
ness, perhaps because it has no material usefulness (except to

small administrative and financial groups). All that the com—

mon people can do with it is to preserve and protect it, under

the gtidance of the financial and administrative groups. And it
is very fragile. It can be injured in various ways—through the
murder of one of the citizens of the nationin question, abroad,
especially in a small country; veryexpecially in a country with
undeveloped. resources—but never by such a murder at home.
Or it may be injured through an insult offered to the piece of

colored cloth which is its physical symbol. And. this injury

must be repaired. This is done in various ways.. It may be re—

paired bythe ceremonial creation of a certain number of loud

noises with gunpowder (called a "salute"). Thus, it will be seen,

the process partakes, as Professor Veblen says, of the nature of
magic, and borders on the frontiers of religion. But the most

effective way of repairing the national honor is by taking away
the territory of the offender, killing its citizens, apd exacting

payments of money.
‘ The questionof whether the national honor has beeninjured

is thus a matter of the greatest importance to the population

at large of a given nation. Nevertheless, they are not allowed

to decide that question. It is decided for them by experts, who

dulyascertain if the suspected lesionto the national honor had

actually been incurred, how serious it is, and what must be done

to repair it, If they decide that it canonlybe repaired by war,
the populace is informed of the fact, taxed for the support of

the war, calledto arms, and sent out to kill and be killed.

There is a serious possibility that the populace might object

tointerrupting its more pleasurable activities for these pur

poses, if it were not for whatis called patriotism. Patriotism,
whichis sometimes erroncously called the love of country, is
rather a mystical sympathywith the country‘s honor, a spiritual
sensitiveness to the state of its health, and it is hence the faculty
by which such injuries to the national honog. are apprehended.
Some people have this faculty in a greater degree than others;
some gifted individuals canfeel an injuryto the country‘s honor
when no one.else can feel it at all. The business and financial
classes have more of it than working people, or at least are
quicker to sense the injured state of national honor, an ability
among others for which they are greatly respected. But all
normally constituted people possess it in some degree, and are
able, under certain psychological manipulation, to produce the
required intensityof respons

I have dwelt upon this point, and attempted to reproduce Pro—
fessor Veblen‘ analysis in some detail, because it seemed apropos
to the present moment. It might appear that these facts, in
themselves, constitute the most serious obstacles to the perpetisa—
tion of peace, and that such perpetuation must depend upon
alteration of these facts. But this is not the case. The most
serious obstacles to the perpetuation of peace, according to
Professor Veblen, are the existence upon the globe of the dy—
nastic empires of Germanyand Japan» It seems that while the
more democratic nations, such as England and Francey merely
go to war because theydo not see anything else to do, it is the
peculiar business of dynastic empires to make war... And inas—
much as there we are given to understand, Tittle hope of
cither empire losing its dynastic and aggressive quality inside
of a couple of centuries, there can be, in that space of time,
only a choice between a peace in which Germanyor Japan would
be permitted to conquer the world, or a peace from which Ger—
many and Japan. would be absent, having ceased to exist.
Thus it appears that Professor Veblen agrees with the thost

extreme form of the popular pro—Allybelief: "Germany must
be destroyed." It appears so, I say: for I must confess that
I don‘t know,

.

Perhaps in the latter part of the book we may
find him back on our side again. I hope so. T left him midway
of the book in an ironicallybeatific account of the advantares 



Drawn by Arthur Young.
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we might derive from German Kulture if we let its exponents
annex the United States. Andthen the book (together, I regret
to say with several others I had intended to review—a suitcase
full of them, in fact!) was stolen from me in the Café des
Enfants; and as the book was an advance copy and the last
one to be had, this review necessarily concludes/at this point
with brutal abruptne

Unless, in the interests of artistic unity, I proceed to supply
It would be

as follows: There being small hope of peace from democratic
the latter half of the. Veblenian argument myself.

states operating as above described, and none at all from dy—
nastic states like Germany and Japan, let us by all means de—

But dynastic states, which exist to
the best war makers

stroy Germany and Japan
ke war, are necessarily and in order

to destroy them, it will be necessary for the democratic states to

hecome better war—makers; and as the way to become better

war—makers is to become like the dynastic states, they will be—

come like Germany and Japan.. ‘The present war with Germany

hut you see we ox‘ anpe my our necisions.

might not be sufficient to effect this change, but the threat of

Japan, ready to gobble up a—decadent China, will suffice to keep

us in training forthat grand event, toward which the whole
creation seems to move. We shall prevent the absorption of

China by Japan—we shall just absorb her. ourselves, amongst

us, not withot some fighting over the partition of the spoils

We will finally have eliminated the danger to the peace of the
worldpresented by that little dynastic empire.

|

But, having be—

come dynastic empires ourselves, we shall have to fight each

other. All this ought to, take two or three centuries of fairly

uninterrupted war, with improved. methods be com—

plained that there will have been very ittle peace achieved so

far by all these hypothetical wars. But that is coming.. For we

shall eventually destroy each other, and then Peace will set in

It may

—adeep and everlasting Peace.

But this is merely my logical continuation of theargument,
and Professor Veblen should not be blamed in case it should

turnout that these are not his views! Frowp Det 
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Beauty and Youth f

A Number of Things. Written by the pupils of Public
School 45, The Bronx, New York City. [Printed and published
at the school, 180th Street and Lorillard Place, N. Y. C.]

LIKE this little book of poems. It reminds me of my own
youth, when I used to letter out my poems very carefully

in little hand—made booklets and put a design. on the front
cover in colored. inks. But my activities were not exactly re—
garded by the school authorities as education—I‘m afraid they
were called "wasting time." How happy I should have been
in a Gary school! I would have felt like George Hohn, 8A1,
who tells us here:

"I Jove to write poems,

I love to get them up,
I love to print them on the press,

So I can call them all my own"

Though I think George is only partly right in the reason he
states for his enthusiasm about the process. It seems to me

that at Teast half of George‘s pleasure comes from the fact that

his poem is not just his own, but is everybody else‘s too. I

think R. Schiano, 6A, is nearer to discovering the secret of joy
in his poem, "My Garden"

"T‘m making my garden,
It is not mine,
But the world‘s;
And. it does.

m
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Drown by E. Sheppard Brown.

wcw ramron—om—rim—arts to rie arts: "come on Now, Kit,

pon‘r rake it so man, you know 1 can‘t marey vou. BUt

see waar 1 wite ove vou, aru rims aroneyi®

1 love it with all my heart.
I hate to see anyone harm it,
It hurts my hearts
For I think of Nature
That had to work so hard
To make the plants grow."

I enjoy the simple and sincere reflectiveness of these poems.
I enjoy also very much the imaginative quality of poems like
this one by Mary Reilly, 5B2:

"The moon sends ite bright rays

To tell the soldiers in the trenches:

Some day, war shall end.

It speaks to the miners:

Although you do not see the sun,

I shall shine for you."

Here, again, is a bit of homelier but not less engaging emo—
tion, set down by Clara Binetti, 4A:

"O wind, you blow so hard at night,
You blow against my window.
You frighten me.
Sometimes you make me calls Mother!"

Here is an intense bit of autobiography by Michael Occhions,

6B3:
"O1 how I love the moon,
It shines on. everything!
It makes me feel happy when I go to work
I set up pins in a bowling alley,
Till very late, when I get so tired.
Iswant to throw the pins after the men.
When 1 come out into the moonlight
I hate everthing!

‘there is not space to quote all the delightful things in this

booklet; ‘but T simply cannot leave out this admirable descrip—

tive piece:

"What happens at the dawn of day?
Everything is silent
The sun appears through the mist
The cock is awake, he is not patient;
He calls to his mates:
Joy! Oh joy has come! Get up!

.

Get up!

The heavywagons begin to roll lazy and slows
But more noisy as they move along.
Street cleaners begin to sweeps
Singing their foreign songs:
The spatrow‘s song is part of the morning!
There too is the fruit man,
Putting red and yellow apples together,
Thinking of the great sales before him."

(Robert. Schiano, 7A 3)

I enjoyed such a poor time as a child that I never thought

I would wish to be young again. As with M. V. Lowerre,

8A7,—
"Readin‘, ‘Riten‘. and ‘Rithmetic
Used to make me tired and sick"

¥et I must take it as true testimony. when the same‘ writer

adds
"But since I came to 45,
I am so very muchalive "

—that nobody ever hears him complain about the three R

So perhaps if I could go to this kind of school, I wouldn‘t

mind starting out all over again. If I thought I could learn to

draw pictures like the design on the first page by Carmen

Cerelli, 8A1, I would be glad to do it. To drawa picture like

that would make me very happy. Frovo Det. 
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Love on Stilts
Autobiographical ‘Fragment, by Hentie

[Longmans, Green & Co.]
Philosophy, .An

Waste. $1.25 net

ROM Columbia to Freiburg with the purpose of "learning the

ultimate: and most profound truths of: life"—this ‘is the

quest of Henrie Waste, a young American girl. Told autobi—

ographically, this story has the charm of an intimate record of

i personality at once eager, youthful and intensely: egocentric

As romance it is—denatured.

.

"Feel as little as: possible,

and think as much as possible" is the self—injunction of this

young Spartan setting out for herdoctorate There is so little

in the thick, correct young "Candidates"and the chill. seminars

to distract her from this lofty purpose, that one darkly. sus—

‘Taddeo, her beautiful and dreamy hero of romance, of

reality as a wish—fulfillment, Their

ited plane. as. they: discuss

pects
being. not so much a
friendship progresses on an c
topics of burning and universal interest to young. lovers—the

relation of the intellect and the will. in the act of judgment,

for example. The youth is then exiled to America that she

may press forward to her intellectual goal undisturbed save by

letters.

—

Austerity reigns supreme until the dread examinations

are over and then—presto—a flood of emotionthat engulfs them

completely. Was there ever anything so bien arrangé in. real

life?

tosmopol
Perhaps. But: for: an. American: girl and. a. vaguely

an youth to collaborate in the achievement of a to—

mance more efficient than the Prussian war—office is surprising

One page of "The Pastors Wife" with the Count yon

Anim‘s candid. observation of cook—stoves, manners and hus~

bands, seems to me to contain more valid philosophy than this

whole book

But those among us who conceive Education as a going apart,

as something of marble pediments and porticos, those who ar

fond of recalling their own academic careers through a ros

haze as something more exalted than the performances of every

day—they are bound to find inspirationin just such a book

"Philosophy" has at the moment, however, significance for even

the ordinary: or For Freiburg. with its

studious Saxon calm is good for us to contemplate.. It is a

picture that we are likely to obliterate more and more as time

goes on F. A.

"garden" American 



MASSES BOOK
FICTION

"Veepric Towers."
By Theodore Watts—Dunton, author of
"Aylwin". Folk lore and the superna—
tural made into a very human novel.
$1.25 net.

"Susan Lenox—Her Fall and Rise."
By David Graham Phillips. Ore of the
most searching character studies of a
woman yet done. Phillips looked: life
square in the face. In two volumes.
$2.50 net.

"Dubliners."
By James Joyce. A series of short stories

that give us Dublin life, character and
types as nothing elso has. $1.50.

"Mendel."
By Gilbert Cannan.

.

A profound character
study of a Jewish boy, an artist, in
Bohemian London.

—

An‘ English "Jean
Christophe." $1.50.

"The Unwelcome Man"
By Waldo Frank. A‘keen study of a shy

youth in an environment that is crushing
out his incipient genius. $1.50.

"A Soldier of Life"
By. Hugo de Selincourt. (A story of a man
who returns from the front to face with
tortured vision the ways of his old life
$1.50 net.

‘Pelle, the Conqueror"
The great

novel of labor.

.

In four volumes, each a
complete story in itslef. $1.50 a volume.

"The Confessions of a Little Man During
Great Days"

Translated from the Russian of Leonid An—
dreyey, by R. S. Townsend. A remark—
able picture of the inner workings of the
mind of the Russian people during the
War, $1.35 net.

"Regiment of Women"
By Clemence Dane. \A tale of a clever, fas—

cinating, unbelievably selfish woman and
her attempt to dominate the life of a
young girl. $1.50.

"Olga Bardel"
By Stacy Aumonier.

—

The story of the de—
velopment and career of a strange, beau—
tiful, fascinating genius. $1.35 net.

Cocedhug

recisoamnle.
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"Lewis Seymour and Some Women"
By George Moore.

|

Moore‘s earlier novel,
"A Modern Love," rewritten. $1.50 net.hes

O
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"The Confession"
By Maxim Gorky.

—

An epoch—making novel
on the individual‘s relation to society.
$1.35 not.

By Martin Anderson Nexo.

Rodmoor,
By John Cowper Powys.
English country life.
ond novel. $1.50.

The Spy,
By Maxim Gorky. A novel of the revolu—tionary movement in Rus Formerly

sold at $1.50; our price, 80¢.

A romance of
Mr. Powys‘ see—

"A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man."
By James Joyce.

.

Revealing the forces pre—
vailing in Ireland today, 150 net.
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Wartime and its great questions are
making people buy books. The crisis
is: making people try to grasp all
points of view. We can supply any
book on any subject—promptly.
Why not let your own magazine have
your book patronage?

MASSES BOOK SHOP
34 Union Square, East

NEW YORK CITY
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The Revolt of the Angels,By Anatole France, Containing a chapterwhich all revolutionists ought to read forthe good of their souls and minds.
$1.75.

Perenidelennnhs
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Jean—Christophe,

Romain

.

Rolland‘s

_

world

—

famous

.

novel.
Translated by Gilbert Cannan.

.

In three
volumes, each complete in itself.

.

$1.75
net per volume. "The noblest work of
fiction of the twentieth century."
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The Bomb,
By Frank Hartis. Emma Goldman says:

"I¥‘s not the monument at Waldheim that
will keep alive these great herces—
heroes in their innocence and simplicity
—butit will be ‘The Bomb."

.

$1.50
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9
The Way of All Flesh,

By Samuel Butler,

.

Introductory essay by
William Lyon Phelps. New American
edition. Floyd Dell‘s and Louis. Unter—
meyer‘s choice. $1.60.

osonenoen
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LL2

Best Short Stories of 1916,Edward J. O‘Brien‘s selection of the best incurrent magazine fiction during the pastyear, together with a listing of all im—portant stories.

__

$1.50 net.

Arlene

_

Lete(000.

Lord Dunsany,
The prose of the brilliant. Irishman. ofwhom everyone is talking. Special set of

six volumes. $9.00 net.

The Brook Kerith,By George Moore.

|

The long heralded nov—el of the Christ based on the theory thatJesus did not die on the cross, but livedout his life as a shepherd away from allwho had known him. Later he meets
Paul——.. $1.50 net.
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"The Job."

By Sinclair Lewis. A novel of an averageyoung girl with an average office job. An
important contribution to American liter—
ature. $1.35. .net.

Me. Britling Sees It Through,H. G. Wells‘ novel of England in war time,which has received so much attention.
$1.50 net.

("The Journal of an Author"
By Dostoevsky. $1.25 net

POETRY AND DRAMA__
"The Inner Garden."

By Horace Holley.

.

Verse; with beautiful
decorations by Bertha Holley. $1.00 net.

"The Broken Wing."
By Sarojini Naidu. Songs of love, death
and destiny. Hindu life from the in—
side. $1.25 net.

"Afternoon."
By Emile Verhaeren. A continuation of the

late Belgian poct‘s exquisite leve poctry
begun in "The Sunlit Hours." $1.00 net.

"Poems"
By Alan Seeger, the gifted young American
who met death fighting with the Foreign
Legion, $1.25 net.

"War and Laughter"
By James Oppenheim.

_

New poems by the
author of "Songs for the New Age."
$1.15 net.

‘‘The Night Court and Other Verse"
By Ruth Comfort Mitchelt. $1.00 net.

Serbnmenmaaiantes
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Child of the Amazons,
Max Eastman‘s beautiful volume of verse,
$1.25, net.

The Ballad of Joseph the Nazarene,
by "Williams," and

A Sermon.on Reverence,
By Max Eastman,

|

Being two reverent ut—
terances commonly accounted Blasphemy.
Price 12 cents postpaid.

Wild Earth, and Other Poems,
By Padraic Colum, New verse by one of

the younger men in the famous Irish
group. $1.25 net.

Mountain Interval,
By Robert Frost, A new book of verse by

the author of "North of Boston." $1.25
net.

Swords for Life,
By Irene Rutherford McLeod, the gifted
author of "Songs to Save a Soul." $1.00
net.

Post Lore Plays,
Excellent translations of some of the best

foreign plays, See advertisement else—
where in the magazine for titles. For—
merly sold at $1.50 a volume, 75¢ net.

Poems of the Irish Revolutionary Brother—
hood,

A collection of the principal poems by the
leaders of the recent Irish Insurrection.
Send 55e.

Plays,
By Lord Dunsany. The Gods of the Moun—

tain; The Golden Doom King Argimenes
and the Unknown Warrior; The Glit—
tering Gate; The Lost Silk Hat. $1.25
net.
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Spoon River Anthology,
By Edgar Lee Masters, "The richest mine

of new poetry that has yet been opened
up." |Price, $1.25.
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"Plays of Protest"
By Upton Sinclair, $1.50.
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Arrows in the Gale,
By Arturo Giovannitti.

_

A. collection. of
verse by the gifted Italian poet. $1.00.

"The State Forbids,"
By Sada Cowan, Miss Cowan‘s famous

Birth Control play. 60 cents.
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Orchids and Hollyhocks

Aprille‘s Love Song

OU come to me across the wet
meadows,

All Youthin your footsteps,
All Youth and all Age in your eyes

that sing low to me,
As they catch myscarfs utter
mong the young trees;

You are \Day—break,
The fragrance of locust—tree blossoms
Dropping down upon me;

And T run to meet you;
My love carries my feet to you all

winge
I cannot

stay
Its flying skirts through the tree—tops.

: no more can the Wind

I come to meet the melody of your
heart‘s song

In the sweet mad rush of yourarms to
enfold me,

Music is horn, and all—singing thing
Theshy little cricket,
The lark up yonder against the breast

of cloud,—
They sing for the first time.

So mist have felt the first young, brown
pagan

And his pale, sweet mate,
When he lay at her feet as she wove

mats of grasses,
And he bound thelittle sandal upon

her. white foot—
Thenall their world woke to music;

And when she lifted her flower—face,
And\ his rough lips discovered. her

sweetness,
The song of his wild heart arose
And blended
With the music of gods on their hills.

My lover, you come with garlands of
grasses,

And deep—pur; ‘¢ iris to crown me;
You come with the tune of the soft:

calling brook in the meadow;
And woo me—your wooing is music;

And the low—singing note of Creation
Blends with the song of your high pas—

sion,
Until the beauty and wonder of Life

overwhelms me,
And, I bow down~and cover my face

in the grasses,
And then—
Shy, white little Spirits surround me

and sing to me

Marcarer Howz Hers.

Chinese Music

WHITE wail full of loneliness,
La the crying of the wind. at

night,
When the bare trees shiver at his com

ing.
Then, a dull throbbing
As of many frogs
Complaining in a marsh.
At last, a human voice
Harsh, discordant, impotently. tragic:

Rote: Pricu.

 

 

The "Socialism" of New Zealan
3 The War has again rofemt SimeSooidtin to the fore —

. England and Germany, France and Russia have all been forced to adopt State Socialist messuresin order to survive through this most destructive, of wars:
What is State Socialism? How has it worked out in the countries where it has been tried?
Mr. Hutchinson‘s book is without doubt the best study of State Socialism that has appeared. Hehas made a thorough study lof its operation in New Zealand, the country where more of it has been

put in operation than in perhaps any other place in the world.

Handsomely Bound in Cloth, $1.10 Postpaid

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP 34 Union Sq., East, New York City
 
 

  
New from England

"BOMB SBOP" raticains
"PADDY POOLS"

A Little Fairy Play, by Miles Malleson
30 cents

"THE LITTLE WHITE THOUGHT"
A Fanastic Scrap in Play Form,

by Miles Malleson
go cents

"TWENTY—FIVE CHINESE POEMS"
Paraphrased by Clifford Bax

so cents
bu
ARTURO

Also, some more

«YOUTH
Miles Malleson‘s Three—Act Play CGIOVANNITT
That Attracted so MuchAttention INTRODUCTION

40 cents a % ¥
"THE DEAR DEPARTING" mahi
From the Russian of Andreyef

25 cents
"THEATRE OF THE SOUL"
From the Russian of Evreinof

25 cents
MASSES BOOK SHOP

34 Union Square, East

_

New York

Do Business by Mail
> Ite yes. with accurate fu Nhepeats." Gnccaincgue eoniaine vial intoee:
ton on Mail rained Also price andqmanity on 6000 mational mailing Tian, $%,
girenicet. Secian

War Material Miis. Wesliby Men
Cheese Box Mir, Aslo Grew ifn.
SoReion Aue Germ
Gommectors Tin Can Mii.

s Formers, Ete:

  
YourStenographerCan riedutsninnienein

‘HovesveriteorreviyourSesLest,
Rons—Gould, B14 Olive St. +

Ross—Gould
Mailing

Lists sr.Llouis

"I ACCUSE*
1 —— You‘ll fnd out. Gct on the mailing list.
Pamphlet is free.

Something must be done. "IC" is coming
upon us like a thiff in the night. Oh you
Stepata—time‘er, "immediate—demand/on, reform
faber, "possibilist
Address Driving, Hox: 262, Brooklyn, M. %,

Do More
Givabera Byron Typewrit
er. Cabinet— place ev

, thing at her finger tipo<a
il waste motione—enablesher

to. accomplish at least athird more.
30 Time Saving

§ Features
Wiltecieniteaty. Weite forka book of Cott tedveiny
iyperrier burnio
ren Trpevriter Cabinet Co.it Washinton ave.wi. Claves: iichirin

 
 

{CBE PA GAD
A Magazine for Eudaemonists

Original—Stories, Poems, Essays, Reviews, Drawings
Translations—Russian, French, German, Yiddish, Scandinavian

Art—Robert Henri, George Bellows, Auerbach—Levy and others
NOW, 10¢ Per Copy—§1.00 a Yeer—AFTER MAY FIRST, 15¢ Per Copy—§1.50 a Year

THE PAGAN PUBLISHING CO., 174 Centre St., New York City
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 MASSES BOOK SHOP
"Will He ‘Come Back?"

A one—act comedy by Felix Grendon. A

play dealing with the changing morality

of our times.. 25 cents.

"Glad of Earth"
By Clement Wood.

_

A volumeof verse from
a frequent Masses contributor.

|

$1.00.
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"Chicago Poems" . ;
By Carl Sandburg. A collection of "high

explosive" verse of modern: city life.
$1.25 net.

P
u

illic
"Bomb Shop Plays" ....

See advertisement elsewhere in the issue of
the new plays just received from Eng—
land.

P
S
n

mallee

_
.

"Six Plays of the Yiddish Theatre"
Translated and edited by Dr. Isaac Gold

berg,

—

$1.50 net.
"These Times"

By Louis Untermeyer.

—

Mr. Untermeyer
‘and his verse need no introduction to
MASSES reader $1.25 net.

"Poems of Heinrich Heine"

Translated by Louis Untermeyer.

|

Mr. Un—
termeyer has beensuccessful in the really
difficult task of rendering the true flavor
of Heine, $2.00 net.

SOCIOLOGY

"The Instincts of the Herd"

By W. Trotter. A scientific statement of a

new and important

|

phychological

.

dis—
covery. Mr. Trotter has shown how far
reaching are the effects of group action.
A timely book. F. D/s "Book of the
Month" for June. $1.25 net.

"Jesus, The Christ"

By G. Stanley Hall. A remarkable study
of the Nazarene by a famous psychologist
and educator. 2 volumes. $7.50.

"‘The Slavery of Prostitution."

By Maude Miner. The best book on the
subject so far published. $1.50.

‘"Religion for Today."
By John Haynes Holmes, ‘author of "New
Wars for Old." A book for all who
want to know the status of religion in
present day problems. $1.50 net.

"The Social Principle."

By Horace Holley. The book creates a
sense of spiritual geography—the rels—
tions and differences between men. as
minds. $.75 net.

Above the Battle,
By Romain Rolland (France), author of

"Jean Christophe." These cssays were
suppressed in France because they de—
nounced war and called upon socialists
in France and Germany to declare a
strike. $1.00 net.

"Why Men: Fight."
By Bertrand Russell.. A book whose vision

of, the future social order makes one
fairly gasp. By all odds the best book
that the War has produced. $1.50 net.

"American World Policies."

By Walter E. Weyl. A highly enlightening
study of our international problems and
the part they will play in "The Great So—
ciety" after the war, $2.25 net.

"A Message to the Middle Class,"

By Seymour Deming. Mr, Deming‘s bril—
liant Essay that has attracted so much
attention. 55 cents.
From Doomeday to Kingdom Come,

By Seymour Deming. A caustic commen—
tary on things as they are—militarism,
commercialism, preparedness. 50 cents
net.

A Pillar of Fire,
A Profane Baccalaureate, by Seymour Dem—

ing. A brilliant discourse upon: college
education. $1.00.

Poverty and Riches,
By Scott Nearing. A study of the indus:

trial regime by the author of "Income."
A keen analysis of why the Rich are
getting richer and the Poor poorer, $1.00
net.

"‘The Sociological Study of the Bible"

By Louis Wallis, Mr. Wallis has blazed an
important trail in the study of the Bible.
$1.50 net.

"The Struggle for Justice"
By Louis Wallis, A linking up of the
present economic struggle with the old
strugele between the one God and many
of Hebrew history. 25 cents.

"My Life"
By August Bebel, the famous German So—

cialist leader. $2.00 net.

"The Cry for Justice"
Edited by Upton Sinclair, with introduction
by Jack London. An‘ anthology of the
literature of social protest. $2.00 net.

"The Backwash of the War‘

By Ellen N. LaMotte. A series of hospital
sketches done with consummate art,
showing the ugliness and tragedy of the
Great War. |F; DJs January—®Best book
of the month ." $1.00 net.

Sex
Problems of Sex,

By Profs. Thompson and Geddes. Regular
price, 50c; by M. B. S., 35¢ postpaid.

The Sexual Life,
By C. W. Malchow, M. D. Third edition.

Price, $3.00. Sold only to physicians,
dentists, lawyers, clergymen, also. stu—
dents of sociology.

Sexual Life of Our Times,
By Prof. Iwan Bloch, "The most radical
and profound study of sex yet published."
Price, $5. Sold«only to professionals.

Love‘s Coming—of—Age,"
By Edward Carpenter, The truth about

Sex, told frankly, boldly, wisely, charm—
ingly. Price, $1.00. :

Love,
By Dr. Bernard S. Talmey. A Treatise on

the Science of Sex Attraction. For the
use of physicians, lawyers, sociologists
and writers on the subject. Price, $4.

Kisch on the Sexual Life of Woman.

Medical Edition, $5.00. New general edi—
m, $1.60 postpaid. This is the first

time that Prof, Heinrich Kisch‘s exhaust—
ive ebudy of woman is obtainable by the
lay reader,  Jurists, officers, social work»
ers and writers will find‘ this famous
work of inestimable value,

Never Told Tales,
By William J. Robinson, M. D. It should

be read by everyone, physician and lay—
man, especially those contemplating mar—
riage. Cloth. Send $1.10.

Ths Unitation of Offepricg by the Proven
tion of Pregnancy,

By William J. Robinson. Send $1.10.

Sex Knowledge for Boys and Men,
By William J. Robinson, M. D. An elemen—

tary book written in plain, understand—
able language, which should be in the
possession of every adolescent boy and
every parent. Send $2.00. Postpaid.

"Mother and the Child,"

By Noram Bamesby, M. D. One of the
best books on the subject yet published.
$1.25.

"Drama of Love and Death,"
By Edward Carpenter. One of the best

additions to the literature of Sex. $1.50.

Sex Worship and Symbolism of Primitive
Races,

By Sanger Brown II, M. D. A description
of the form of worship that had. its
origin in the mind of primitive man, and
which has continued, chiefly unrecognized,
down to the present day. $3.00 net.

Rational Sex Ethics,
By W. F. Robic, M. D. Based upon the

investigation of the sex lives of several
hundred men and women, both normal
and neurotic. Sold only to members of
the medical and legal professions. $3.50
net.

"The Sexual Crisis," .
By Grete Meisel—Hess. Authorized trans—

lation from the German, A study of sex
by a woman which throws a clear light on
the subject in its relation to the radical
movement. An authoritative treatment;
the Magna Carta of the new woman move»
ment, F. D.‘s "Book of the Month" for
April, $3.00 postpaid.
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Orchids and Hollyhocks

Dryad

C HE brown sand pathis cool, j
It futters across the pale feet of

the trees
Between ocean and bay
It winds among the little green leaves

Into the sunset
Your feet flash down the cool, brown

path.
Youare running fromthe cold sea
Into the warm sunset where the bay

glistens.
Hist! The oal tree!
Tt is poised in your path with wide

arms
Against the sunset.
You cannot pass it,
Green eyes,
Green coat.
You belong in these tree depths.

Melt into the warmtrunk, Dryad !
When the white moon burns the dark

Teaves
And spatters fire on the ground,
T shall come back to caress your breast
And kiss your pale hands in the moon—

light.
Frorence Rir Masi.

An East—Side Sweat—Bath

LIST NG, sweating bodies,
Open—monthed

—

gasping.

_

The
steam

Caressing the skin with a warm moist
hand.

Stooped over, heads lower than the
shoulders,

‘Turning buckets of cold water
Over. felt—capped. hats.
‘The strong smell of cheap soap,
‘The thrashing of laurel brooms,
The lusty whacks of the "rubbers"
On the bare backs,

¥‘The cracking of bones of the spine and
the shoulder

The "Hoo—ha!" of the newcomer
Into the sweat room:
The constant hissing of the steam,
‘The dim electric bulb,
The tiers of sodden wooden benches,
The continual splashing and dripping of

water,
And then out a

bodies,
Wrapped in white sheets
The chatting on the couches,
The stories with the spice of sex,
The loud laughter, the smacking of lips
Over: lunches. of" herring. and: brown

bread,
‘The sleepers snoring and groaning,
The smell of clean bodies,
Cheap soap and herring

Dax. Weaver

Quiet

TI HE day ends,
And all the peity, useless things

that have chained me to my desk
during the long hours

Drop from me like shackles, and I go
in search of you;

And across some little corner table with
its heavylinen and gleaming silver,

You touch my hand; and. for a little
space

Your gentle, soft—caressing, tendervoice
Brings me the quiet that I long for.

M. R.

ain, bare, nude, clean

  

rrrV A WAR TIME BARGAIN

" THE SEX QUESTION" R PROBLEMS of SEX
bBy Robert H. Hutchinson

Read it in the

MAY NUMBER of

THE MODERN
SCHOOL

The Magazine of Libertarian Education

Also,

—

"WHY SOME AMERLT
CANS ARE NOT PATRIOTIC"
by Win. Thurston Brown ; "A Song T F
to My Comrade" a poem by Will Havelock Ellis
Durant; "The Mysterious Stran— "s

get" by E. S. Pratt; "What Is Lib— BIRTH CONTROL

ertarian Education ?" bythe Editor, axp te .

and other articles. AIMS OF MARRIAGE

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR in the current issue of the

BIRTH CONTROL REVIEW
Address Edited by Margaret Sanger

THE MODERN SCHOOL 104 Fifth Avenue

Stelton, N. J.

y
Professor ARTHUR THOMSON

(University of. Aberdeen)
and

Professor PATRICK GEDDES
(University of Sto Andrews)

Authors of "The Evolution of Sex"

We have obtained from the publishers the res
mainder stock and no more will be published.
"they (are offered. to Masses

.

readers. at
35 Cents

‘The Masses Book Shop,

8
3

W. 14th St., N. Y.

  
 

WOMAN:

One Dollar a Year Fifteen Cents a Copy

AND LOVE LIFE
BY WILLIAM J. ROBINSON, M. D.

itustrAtED

. This is one of the most important, most useful books that. we have ever brought out.
It is not devoted to abstruse discussions or doubtful theories: it is full of practical infor—

mation of vial importance to every woman and through her to every man, to every wite
and through her to every husband.

The simple practical points contained in its pages would render millions of homes happier abodes
than theyare now; they would prevent the disruption of many a family; they show how to hald the
love of a man, how to preserve sexual attmetion, how to remain youre beyond. the usually allotied
age. This book destroys many injurious errors and superstitions and. teaches, truths. that: haye mover
heen presented in any other book before. .In short, this book not only imparts interesting facts: it gives
practical points which will make thousands of women, and thousands oof men, happier, healthier, and
more satisted with life. Certain single chapters or even paragraphs are alone worth the price of the book

Cloth bound. Price $3.00.

MASSES BOOK SHOP 84 Union Square East, New York
The Critic and Guide, Montly, $1.00 per annum

Birth—Control, or The Limitation of Offspring by the Prevention of Conception, $1.00

 

 

 

THESEXUAL LIFE
By C. W. Malchow, M. D.

Embracing the Natural Sexual Impulse, Normal Sexual Habits, and
Propagation, together with Sexual Physiology and Hygiene.

Very much nonsense is written, and upon investigation it will be found
that the average library contains many books that are calculated to arouse and

appeal to the passions, but very little is to be found that is really instructive
or acts as food for thought upon the topic that greatly affects all classes and
kinds of people. Aneffort has been made to present herewith something solid
and to give only scientific and established facts—such as will better enable
those who are interested in these matters to obtain and impart rational in—
formation.

Sold only to members of the medical} dental and legal professions, to
clergymen and students of sociology.

Now in Its 4th Edition—318 Pages—Price, $3.00

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP, 34 Union Square East, New York

 
    



MASSES BOOK
PSYCHOLOGY

"On Dreams." ,
By Sigmund Freud, the famous psychoan—

alyst. —$1.25 net.
The Psychology of Relaxation,

By George Thomas White Patrick,

.

A
notable and unusually interesting volume
explaining the importance of sports,
laughter, profanity, the use of alcohol,
and even war as furnishing needed re—
laxation to the higher nerve: centers.
$1.25 net.

Psychology of the Unconscious,
By Dr. C. G. Jung. Authorized translation
by Beatrice M. Hinkle, M. D. ‘The work
is an outgrowth of Freud‘s method of
psycho—analysis. The translator is a
member of the Neurological Department
of Cornell University and the New York
Post—Graduate Medical School. $4.

Thinking as a Science,
By Henry Hazlitt. Telling us how to think,
and how to search for the rules and meth
ods of procedure which will help us in
thinking creatively, originally and, not
least of all, surely, correctly. Net $1.00.

"Wit and ‘Its Relation to the Unconscious,"
By Professor Dr. Sigmund Freud. Trans:

lated by A. A. Brill, Ph. D., M. D. Ap:
peals alike to the layman and the student
of psycho—analysis. |$2.50.

"Leonardo da Vinci,"
By Professor Sigmund Freud.

|

Translated
by Brill. A psychonalytic study of the
great painter with an interesting inter—
pretation of the "Mona Lisa" smile.
1.25,

"Analytical Psychology,"
By Dr. C. J. Jung, Edited and Translated
by Constance Long. A collection of the
writings of the famous psycho—analyst.
$3.50.

‘‘The Psychoanalytic Method"
By Dr. Oskar Pfister of Zurich, A clear

mon—technical explanation of the subject
for the layman, together with a history of
psychoanalysis.

.$4.00 net.

MISCELLANEOUS
"In the War‘!

By V. Veresaev. One of the most candid
descriptions of the waste, incompetence,
muddle, cruelty and horror of war ever
written. Veresaey was a surgeon in the
Russo—Japanese conflict. $2.00 net.

"Education and Living"

By Randolph S. Bourne, one of the most
brilliant educational critics of the younger
generation.

.

Includes an analysis of thenew Gary system and the widely dis—cussed Flexner experiment. $1.25 net.

"Society‘s Misfits"
By Madeline Z. Doty. Life in a woman‘spenitentiary from the inside.

—

$1.25 net.

"The Contemporary Drama of Ireland"
By Earnest A. Boyd. A study of the group
—individually and as a whole—which has
given to the Irish people a. national
drama. $1.25.

"Dunsany, the Dramatist"
By Edward Hale Bierstadt.

|

The first book
on Dunsany to be published in England
or America, $1.50.

"The Celtic Dawn"
By Lloyd R. Morris. The literary, dra—

matic, economic, and political background
of the Irish renascence which culminated
in the Dublin insurrection. $1.50.gmnnhgnis

"Justice in War Times"

By Betrand Russell. The best book on
pacifism yet published. $1.00 net.

"Religion for Today"
By John Haynes Holmes,, author of "New

Wars, for Old." An "inspiring volume
containing representative expression of
radical thought on religious questions of
the day. $1.50.

"The Soliloquy of a Hermit"
By Theodore Francis Powys. A beautifully

written book for those interested in orig—
inal religious psychology. $1.00 net.

"Visions and Revisions"

By John Cowper Powys, A book of essays
on great literature. The New York Times
said "It is too brilliant that is the
trouble." 300 pp., $2.00 net.

"Laws of American Divorce,"
By a lawyer. A. standard work. Everyone

interested in the great American problem
of divorce should possess this book. $1.00.

"Russia in 1916."
By Stephen Graham, A clear and vivid

picture of the Russian people, in the light
of which one can understand the recent
revolution. $1.25.

The Book of the Month

"The Family"
BY ERNEST POOLE

Author of
"THE HARBOR"

A story of an American fam—
ily with a wonderfully sympa—
thetic study of the father.

$1.50

MASSES BOOK SHOP
34 Union Square, East New York

SHOP
"Interior Decoration for the Small House."
By Amy LL Rolfe. Art and decoration in

the homes of people with moderate income.
30 illustrations.

|
$1.25.

Understanding Germany,
By Max Eastman, Editor of The Masses.
The Only Way to— End the War and Other

One Hundred Best Books,
Compiled by John Cowper Powys, It con—

tains a commentary on each book and an
essay on "Books and Reading." 75 cents
net. .
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Radical Views,
By Ralph Brandt. An interesting. collec—

tion. Bound in limp leather, Price, $1.
Essays. $1.25 net.

fase
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iteluslno1C.

‘‘The Ireland of Today,"
By Varied Hands. An interesting study

of present conditions in the Emerald Isle.
$3.00.

Henanierennaenon
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sanOnaoneS

"Modern Germany,"
In relation to the Great War, by various
German writers. Translated by W. W.
Whitelock. A remarkable collection of
essays that will help to understand Ger—many during the present conflict. $2.00.

LADDELEa
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"Six Days of the Irish Republic,
By L. G. Redmond—Howard. An account
and explanation of the Easter rebellion
by one eminently qualified to tell the
story.. $1.00.

Bounclaenandetcp

alan

Listeoo..|

War Bread,
By Edward Eyre Hunt.

|

A graphic account
of the author‘s experience with the Bel—
gium Relief Commission.

.

$2.00 net.
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The Spirit of Life,
By Mowbry Saben. A collection of quiet

essays by a man who has thought life
through, —$1.50 net.
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Handel,
By Romain Rolland.

,

A fascinating study
of the great musician by the famous
critic and author. $1.50 net.
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Henry: James,
By Rebecca West. A brilliant study by thebrilliant young Englishwoman. 50 cents

net.
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Joseph Conrad,
By Hugh Walpole, A keen analysis of thismaster of modern novel. 50 cents net.

linesshainaaip
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"Anthology of Magazine Verse for 1916"
By William Stanley

|

Braithwaite.

.

Mr,Bnaithwaite‘s annual review of current
verse and selection of that most worth
while. $1.50
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"Women As World Builders"
By Floyd Dell. A keen study of the leaders

in the feminist movement by the Masses‘
managing editor,

—

$.50 net.Petonmiaenmetonaadents

—1)(.

"Dictionary of Similes."

By Frank J. Wilstach.

.

The newest and
most complete book on similes.

.

Posts,
writers, take notice.. $2.50.
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Orchids andHollyhocks
1

Weariness
OVE
Let me climb up in your eyes

And nestle there,
In your soft brown ‘eyes,
In your man—kind eyes,
Let me come and nestle there,
And sleep, deep,
Like a mother‘s tiny child
Inert with. weariness.
Let mg creep up in your eyes
And slumber there
Till the little brown birds
Andthe dawn
Come tippering around our house.

Josermae Beur.

Finis
DINGY room that through a win—
dow sucks

Smoke and the reek of shambles on the
air.

One spot that gathers all the senses in,
Obliterates the rest, a corner where
A thing who was a woman, back to wall,
Run to the ground, sits snarling in her

lair.

A woman once, dealing and taking
blows,

A child in some unthinkable far dawn,
Suckled in streets that to her death

send up
Bloat Taughter and this stench.

things spawn
She bore her litter, some alive, some

dead,
And nowis impotent

drawn.

Fighter and .hater,
through

Bypoison of her living: sodden gray,
Cornered but venomons, she holds with

eves

Of livid, smouldering hate, in strange
delay

The ereat, implacable white Lord: of
Death,

Baring her teeth and keeping him at bay.
Rore Tru:

In Petrograd

N Petrograd
They‘ve pulled down the Imperial
colors

And banted up the red flag of brother—
hood,

In Washington Square, New York,
They‘ve pulled down the Romanoff coat—

of arms
From the Russian embassy walls:

As live

Her. sting. is

old, and eaten

Will the red flag ever fly
In America?

Eosont Heeet Areys.

Mulberry Street

= A, SMALL Talian child
Sits on the curbing,

Her little round, brown belly. showing
Through a gap in—her torn pink dress.
Ter brother squatting beside her
Engrossed in an all—day sucker,
Turns sympathetically
Wipes her nose with the end of his

Aragmed shirt
And igives her a Tick.

$+ Dororery Day.
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Leonard D. Abbott says—

"The New International is the finest anti—militarist paper in America."

ON THE FIRING LINE AGAINST

andWAR IMPERIALISM

Here is a paper that is waging a war on two fronts—a war

against reactionery capitalism and a war against Imperialism.

It is of the fight, fighting.

|

It is aggressive, and daresto say what
it thinks regardless ‘of consequences to itself.

NEW

— NTEh@TONA
A Journal of Revolutionary

Socialist Reconstruction

Published by the Socialist Propaganda League, it expresses the

revolutionary spirit of Socialism.

Among its contributors are Arturo Giovannitti, Isaac A. Hourwich,

Austin Lewis, Ludwig Gore, S. J. Rutgers, Justus Ebert, Etc.

It is your paper. You need it. ‘The paper needs you. Do your

bit by subscribing.

Issued every two weeks. s¢ a copy. $1.00 a year.

Editor

LOUIS C. FRAINA

3246 Kingsbridge Avenue

New York City
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Reproductions of Arthur B. Davies‘
Orchids andfe" "STRUGGLE" THE NEW ART OF DRESS

(BaAL_. 9 In two colors, published in the December
meee Auten uas goal of the creative mind every»

I Am Always f. to Find 25 cents each is to disentangle the quality

Out About Thi massis BOOK sHoP of beauty from the fact of expense, and
ut About Things pnennnoenonennnnonenaninee o ate of snaminm malne

AM always trying to find out about Write will profit bo ain of shoddinesse
things RED LION DECORATIVE oll. coLors

AHL (dd felon sigh ao "Raie, In I f : women‘s dress this goal has been
so: 12 ELEV

"It must be wonderful to be free— saat attained by the BERTHA HO:
7 dative, interchangeable wardrobe,

To v Aut wnires G accumu ,

omous? §tar ibt tgt Nabsfacturees:— founded uponthe artistic truthof color
(ee Penns n o La E. H. & A. C. FRiEpRICHS co. and line, and achieving in a thirty dol—

To elike (eot If Otsher 169 West Brth Street, New York City. lar serge suit the same distinction as

i ¢ in a dream of clothof goldBright and cold and. well—tailored. with oolecncnnan £
no nonsense about it"" Red Hot Tf you want for self o friends a paper that

combats all religious dogma, rend 505 for THA HOLLEY
And the maiden said, "If you onlyknew.. each sbeerber "Agnostic, publiahed. Sumplea: BER
fet the desperate strain eats into one t the hottest paper four diferent, 10. Twenty—one East Forty—ninth. Street

‘s to be on the Tookout THE CRUCIBLE, Paper NewYork City

On ‘theway to work, at work, coming "v 4259 fsp Avene, Suttle; Wath. 50 CENTS
Andthe ironic blackness of the occa—

isonal "free" evening

peoettammeness To Lelsureland |EPAGsit—3
ues

Then I said to the woman who had where woods are cool, streams alluring, (ciMU) tree
found her lover vacations ideal. Between New York City reierPhageactrorea cd

Who lived with one man happily un— (with Albanyand Troy the gateways) and
concerned about others, wtaralt. Take Eats Mss. SUCCESSFULLYPLACED

f (al—raiee The Adirondacks References: RdwinMarkchats and others. Established 1000
Or wait fort" UNITED LITERARY PRESS, 123 Sth Ave,, N. Y

 
Lake Champlain

gram‘=+ The North and West CASH ¢Eaxaa

Yet T can‘t help trying to find out about The logical route is "The Com— opmummunee omor: matesBed
things. Idodtable Way" ie o matte Foulmetotoms,, Meet,Yie

fepecelle loss,. onl able. WS *a mniiily iolanialeWiallthelio," diftiuthed Ted
Largest and most magnificent river Tiberty Refing Co., 482.0 Wood St, Pittsburgh, Ps.

steamships the worl ess nessConghest (eeotipe ine madd
HITE women in the houses tstoaan. Win "wh " ve
And strange men in the street Send for free copy of Beautiful rchtight a o urnace and open fireplaces, "decring

Muddy horses in the fields, Magazine" $  indetine Rus heat, light B
Trampling down the wheat.

cHUDSON NAVIGATION o aan a arcs
And sothey tookthe village Telcthone Chelscs $120 before 3 A. A
Whose men were all away. COMPANY for appointment to see

Women screamed and soldiers laughed.— sppaming Pier 32, North River New York BROOKLYN HEIGHTS STUDIOS

"The Searchlight Route" "*io VAGhNciES""
But overon the hill—side (Opposite Poplar Street Studios—21 apartments )
Up which the foot path led, hlneopraicineyThere was a town they could not take—
The village of the deadc pree Louise Brigham‘s

The Artist Box Furniture
J® the twenty—first summer of my

life
1 dug post—holes for the Telephone Com— LE ;

pany g We make furniture that
So that I could go to the city in the a : > :

winter % artists like. Wefurnish bunga—
And study Art— g r <
And 1 could dig more post—holes lows and studios completely.
Than those who were post—hole diggers. ae i
New! 1 an in the si: Our prices are lower than
An artist! p : §
And I sometimes wonder if those (7, you payfor ordinaryfurniture.
Post—hole diggers
That T could excel at digging post—holes f
Might not paint a better picture .. 16 Horatio St., New York
Than: 1, who am a painter of pic if ‘

tures.
Fale is not cruel
But she has no sense of logic.

Fampewic« Boor.

Awan Herexpeex
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maying—maying—maying ! "JOURNALISM VS. ART‘ | THE CONSERVATC
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HORACE TRAUBEL
by Max Eastman
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